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PARTICULAR PROBLEMS UNDER THE NEW YORK
BUSINESS CORPORATION LAW*
SECTION 102: DEFINITIONS
LAWYER TAxE HEED! Prior to a study of the new Business Corporation
Law it is essential that the definitions be read and carefully digested since these
terms are the basis for many revisions in the new law. The definitions of the
various terms used in the Business Corporation Law are, for the most part,
based upon The Model Business Corporation Act, a research project of the
American Bar Foundation. The definitions of the terms, "capital surplus,"'
"earned surplus,"'2 "insolvent," 3 "net assets," 4 "surplus," 5 "treasury shares,"6
although completely new to New York law, are, with some modifications and
differences of interpretation, based upon The Model Business Corporation Act.
The definitions of the terms "process," 7 and "corporation," 8 are also completely
new and have been included as an ease of reference for convenience of drafting.9
The term "bonds"' 0 is not derived from the Model Act nor from any previous
sections of the New York Stock Corporation Law or New York General Cor-
poration Law. The balance of the defined terms are substantially rewordings,
revisions and extensions of definitions as they appeared in the New York
General Corporation Law. These terms include "certificate of incorporation,""
"director," 12 "foreign corporation,"' 3 "office of corporation," 4 and "stated
capital."' s One should not regard the definitions as a mbre glossary of terms,
for they are more than a reiteration of well-worn and known meanings, but an
* The following members of the Buffalo Law Review participated in the preparation
of this Symposium: Marvin T. Dubin, Waldron S. Hayes, Jr., Anthony J. Polito, Jerome
D. Remson, Sanford Rosenblum, and William D. Schulz.
1. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (2). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(m)
(1960).
2. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(6). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(1)
(1960). The distinction between capital and earned surplus is especially relevant in Article
5. See, e.g., § 510(a) (1) (2), § 511(e),(f), § 515(c), § 517.
3. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (8). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(n)
(1960).
4. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (9). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(i)
(1960).
5. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102 (a) (13). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(k)
(1960).
6. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (14). Derived from ABA Model Corp. Act § 2(b)
(1960).
7. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (11).
8. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (4).
9. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 201.
10. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (1).
11. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(3). See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 3(14).
12. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(5). See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 3(13).
13. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(7). See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 3(12); ABA Model
Corp. Act 2(b) (1960).
14. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(10). See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 3(16).
15. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(12). See N.Y. Stock Corp. Law §: 13; ABA Model
Corp. Act § 2(j) (1960).
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expansion by means of precise terminology correlated to, and an integral part
of, the new Business Corporation Law.
FORMATION OF CORPORATIONS
Foremost among the problems faced by the corporate attorney, who has,
we must assume, already made a decision to utilize the corporate form of
business, is that of "incorporating" or putting the business on paper. Recogniz-
ing that this process of incorporation is a basic, practical problem, the following
article is intended to give the reader a summary glimpse of the differences that
will be encountered by one who incorporates under the new Business Cor-
poration Law for New York. The emphasis will be on Article 2, corporate
purposes and powers, and Article 4, dealing with the formation of corporations.
QUALIFICATION OF INCORPORATOR(S)
The first step in the process of incorporation is to ascertain the number
and qualifications of incorporators. The Business Corporation Law has
eliminated many of the formal and rather artificial requirements found in
this area under the Stock Corporation Law' and the General Corporation Law.'
Only one incorporator is needed instead of three, and he need not subscribe to
stock in the proposed corporation.3 The requirements of citizenship and residence
of the incorporator(j) have also been eliminated, and it appears clear that
the only qualification of the one incorporator, under Section 401 of the new
law, is that he be a natural person of the age of twenty-one years or over.
The new provision is a realistic one as it is common knowledge that dummy
incorporators could be used to evade the requirements found in the old law.
Although the new provisions will, no doubt, diminish the use of, dummy incor-
porators, the latter practice will still be advisable where the investors in the
corporation do not want their relationship with the latter to be a matter of
public record.4 It will also be useful in expediting the filing of the certificate.
CONTENTS OF THE CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
The next step in the process of incorporation is drafting the certificate.
The contents of a certificate under the new law are contained in Section 402
and the following form will be used to illustrate the provisions of that section.
1. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 5(9).
2. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 7.
3. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 401. (Hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, reference in
the text of the student work to section numbers will be to the Business Corporation
Law.]
4. Although N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law, Section 402 does not require the name of the
incorporator or incorporators to be inserted in the certificate, they must sign the same.
The certificate must still be filed with the Department of State and also filed and indexed





THE BUFFALO LAW REVIEW, INC.
(Pursuant to Section 402 of the Business Corporation Law)
I (or WE, depending on the number of incorporators), THE UNDER-
SIGNED, for the purpose of forming a corporation, pursuant to Section 402 of
the Business Corporation Laws of the State of New York, do hereby make, signs
and acknowledge this certificate for that purpose as follows:
FIRST: The name of the proposed corporation is "THE BUFFALO LAW
REVIEW, INC."
Comment
In reference to corporate names, the reader is urged to consider Section
303, which permits a corporate name to be reserved for 60 days7 by (1) Any•
person intending to form a domestic corporation; (2) Any domestic corporation
intending to change its name; (3) Any foreign corporation intending to apply
for authority to do business in this state; (4) Any authorized foreign corpora-
tion intending to change its name; and (5) Any person intending to incorporate
a foreign corporation and to have it apply for authority to do business in this
state.8
Under the General Corporation Law, only a corporation intending to
change its name could reserve a name with the Secretary of State.9
SECOND: The purpose for which it is to be formed is as follows:
To write, solicit and publish any and all types of legal materials.
Comment
Section 201(a) provides that a "corporation may be formed under this
chapter for any lawful business purpose or purposes except to do in this state
any business for which formation is permitted under any other statute of this
state unless such statute permits formation under this chapter." (Emphasis
added.)
The formation of certain businesses is permitted under other statutes such
as the Banking Law, the Insurance Law, the Railroad Law and the Transporta-
tion Corporations Law. Therefore, unless or until the latter statutes permit incor-
poration of their respective businesses under the Business Corporation Law,
the latter will not be applicable to them.
S. Note that Section 402(a) requires that the title of the certificate state that the
incorporation is pursuant to Section 402; whereas, N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 5 only required
reference to Article 2. The difference is minor, of course, but it should be recognized.
6. Note that N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 5 required a subscription.
7. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 303(c) permits a limited (2) number of extensions.
8. 3 Model Bus. Corp. Act Anno. 101 suggests a form to be used in making applica-
tion for reservation of corporate name.
9. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 40(3).
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"After the effective date of this chapter [Business Corporation Law]
no corporation shall be formed under the stock corporation law unless a statute
of this state other than the stock corporation law permits its formation under
the stock corporation law."' 0 It appears clear after reading Section 201 (a) and
Section 103 (e) together that the new law is intended to apply to all stock or
business corporations other than those covered by the Banking Law, the
Insurance Law, the Railroad Law and the Transportation Corporations Law.
The latter corporations will still be governed by their own organizing statutes
plus the Stock Corporation Law and the General Corporation Law.
It is also to be noted that the General Corporation Law and the Stock
Corporation Law, although not repealed by the new law, are expressly made
inapplicable to any corporation to which the new law applies."
Section 201(b) of the new law is a new provision which broadens the
corporate purposes in time of war or other national emergency. The subdivi-
sion is triggered by the request or direction of any competent governmental
authority.
In drafting the purpose clause of a corporation to which the Business
Corporation Law is applicable, the reader should consider Section 202 of the
new law, which, in general, increases the statutory powers of a business cor-
poration, and Section 203, which delimits the common law defense of ultra vires.
Since the statutory powers have not been significantly broadened, though,
purpose clauses will probably continue to be lengthy.
It is not necessary to set forth in the certificate of incorporation any of
the enumerated powers contained in Section 202.12
THIRD: Its principal office in the State of New York is located at 77
West Eagle Street, in the City of Buffalo, County of Erie.
Comment
No change, same as Stock Corporation Law, Section 5(5).
FOURTH: The aggregate number of shares which the corporation shall
have authority to issue is 200.
If the authorized shares are to consist of one class only, insert a statement
of the par value of such shares or a statement that all of such shares are to be
without par value.
If the authorized shares are to be divided into classes, insert a statement
of the number of shares of each class, a statement of the par value of the
shares having par value and a statement as to which shares, if any, that are
to be without par value, a statement designating each class, and a statement
of the preferences, limitations and relative rights in respect of the shares of
each class.
10. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 103(e).
11. Ibid.
12. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 402(b).
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If the authorized shares of any preferred class are to be issued in series, in-
sert a statement of the designation of each series, a statement of the variations in
the relative rights and preferences-and limitations as between series in so far as
the same are to be fixed in the articles of incorporation, and a statement of any
authority to be vested in the Board of Directors to establish and designate
series and fix and determine the variations in the relative rights, preferences
and limitations as between series.
Comment
Section 402(4) (5) (6), which sets forth in a clear and orderly fashion the
information that must be placed on the certificate concerning the capital
structure of the proposed corporation, eliminates the burdensome necessity
under the old act of referring to both Sections 5 and 12 of the Stock Corporation
Law.
It is also to be observed that the provisions of the new law, which are
substantially derived from the Model Business Corporation Act,13 still contain
no provision for a maximum amount of capital.
FIFTH: The Secretary of State is designated as the agent of the cor-
poration upon whom" process in any action or proceeding against the corpo-
ration may be served, and the address to which the Secretary of State shall
mail a copy of process in any action or proceeding against the corporation
which may be served upon him is 77 West Eagle Street, Buffalo 2, New York.
Comment
This clause, required by Section 402 (a) (7) is not a new provision but a
consolidation of Stock Corporation Law, Sections 5(5) and (11).
SIXTH: The initial registered agent of the corporation, who is to be the
agent of the corporation upon whom 'process against it may, be served, is
Joseph Smith, 400 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Comment
Such a clause is not mandatory but is permitted by Section 402(8) and
reflects the possibility of a registered agent under Section 305.
The latter section permits a domestic or authorized foreign corporation
to designate a registered agent upon whom process against it may be served.
4
Designation of a registered agent, however, is not to be thought of as a
substitute for designating the Secretary of State, as the latter is mandatory in
either event.
SEVENTH: The corporation is to exist for 25 years.
13. Model Bus. Corp. Act § 48(d) (e) (f).
14. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 306(a) provides:
Service of process on a registered agent may be made in the manner provided by




Section 402(9) specifically states that the duration of the corporation
need not be stated unless it is to be other than perpetual.'8 This was not clear
under the old law.16
Section 402(b) of the new law is a catch-all provision which, as the
Revisers comment, "permits the inclusion of a wide variety of provisions to
meet the needs of close corporations and other special situations.' I7 (Emphasis
added.) For example, the certificate may contain provisions requiring a greater
than majority or plurality vote of directors or shareholders,' 8 or a provision
reserving to the shareholders the right to fix the consideration for no-par
shares.
19
The only restriction is that any such provision be not inconsistent with
this chapter or any other statute of this state.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I (or We) have made and signed20 this
certificate of incorporation this first day of June, 1962.
STATE OF NEW YORK )
: ss
COUNTY OF ERIE )
On this first day of June, 1962, before me personally came JOHN DOE,
to me known. to be the person described in and who executed the foregoing
certificate 9fncorporation and he thereupon duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
SUMLMARY
In general, the requirements of the Stock Corporation Law, Section 5,
subdivision 5 through 10, inclusive, and subdivision 12 have been omitted.
a) The number, names and addresses of directors need not be stated.
b) The full age and citizenship of incorporators and at least one director
need not be stated. The name and address of each incorporator, however, is
still required beneath or opposite his signature. 21
c) The incorporator need not subscribe to stock in the proposed corpo-
ration.
15. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a)(1) provides that a business corporation has the
power to have perpetual duration, subject to limitations provided in the certificate of in-
corporation.
16. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 14(1) and N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 5(6).
17. Joint Legislative Cohnmittee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws, Fifth
Interim Report, Revised Supp., Legis. Doc. No. 12, 185th Sess. 25 (1961).
18. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 616, 709.
19. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 504(d).




Section 404, relating to the first meeting of incorporators, is a com-
pletely new provision which has no counterpart in the General or Stock
Corporation Laws. It provides that "After the corporate existence has begun,
an organization meeting of the incorporator or incorporators shall be held with-
in or without this state, for the purpose of adopting by-laws, 22 electing directors
to hold office until the first annual meeting of shareholders, . . . and the
transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting."
(Emphasis added.)2 3
Although the initial by-laws must be adopted at the first meeting of
incorporators, they may be "amended, repealed or adopted by vote of the
shareholders entitled to vote in the election of any directors or by the board
under authority granted by the certificate of incorporation or a by-law
adopted by the incorporators or shareholders.1
24
Since Section 402 does not require the certificate to name the directors,
one usual phase of the first meeting of incorporators has seemingly been
eliminated, i.e., the resignation of dummy directors.
There is some ambiguity present in Section 404. Should it be interpreted
to mean that the directors shall be appointed at the first meeting of incorpo-
rators only if the directors are not named in the certificate or even if they are
named in the certificate? The latter appears to be the more reasonable inter-
pretation.
Therefore, although the directors need not under the new law be named
in the certificate, if from habit of drafting they are, they should resign at the
first meeting of incorporators and be re-elected, even if they are to be the real
directors. The latter would appear to be necessary in order to comply with the
seemingly mandatory requirement in Sections 404 and 601(a) that directors be
elected at the first meeting of incorporators.
2 15
Since the incorporator(s) under the new law does not have to sub-
scribe to stock in the proposed corporation, the ritual of assigning stock
subscriptions at the first meeting of incorporators has also been eliminated.
Section 404(b) provides that any action permitted to be taken at the
organization meeting may be taken without a meeting if each incorporator
or his attorney-in-fact signs an instrument setting forth the action so taken.
22. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 601(a) reiterates:
The initial by-laws of a corporation shall be adopted by its incorporator or
incorporators.
23. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 404(a).
24. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 601(a).
25. Since N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 5(8) required that the certificate contain the
names of those directors to hold office until the first annual meeting of the stockholders,
it was unnecessary to elect directors at the organization meetings, unless, of course, dummy
directors were used in the certificate.
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This should be contrasted with Section 615(c) which provides that, in any
case where the shareholders are required or permitted to take any action by
vote, and there are no shareholders of record, such action may be taken on
the written consent sighed by a majority in interest of the subscribers or
incorporators. It would appear that Section 615(c) must be interpreted as
being limited to those situations, other than the organiiation meeting, where
the incorporators could take action by vote.
Section 404(c) covers the situation where an incorporator dies or is for
any reason unable to act before the organization meeting. If there are two
or more incorporators and any dies or is for any reason unable to act, the other
or others may act. If there is no incorporator able to act, any person for whom
an incorporator was acting as agent may act in his stead, or, if such other
person also dies or is for any reason unable to act his legal representative may
act.26
Note that there is no comparable provision for the first meeting of directors.
CORPORATE PowERS
Section 202 enumerates the general statutory powers that are given
to every business corporation. In general, Section 202 has added certain new
powers and it has also broadened a number of powers which are contained
in the General and Stock Corporation Laws. In addition to aiding the cor-
poration, Section 202 must also be considered as an asset to the corporate
attorney as it knits the corporate powers under one section; whereas, the
powers formerly were scattered throughout the General and Stock Corporation
Laws.
In determining the breadth of each corporate power, however, the reader
is urged to consider the introductory paragraph to Section 202, which restricts
each subdivision thereafter.
Each power is restricted by limitations provided in:
a) Other provisions of the Business Corporation Law,
b) Other New York statutes,
c) Contrary provisions in the certificate of incorporation.
It is also to be noted that the corporation may only exercise each power
"in furtherance of its corporate purposes."-' 7 The latter phrase is ambiguous and
is bound to lead to confusion and litigation.
In discussing each power, an attempt will be made to point out specific
limitations on its exercise.
Each corporation shall have power in furtherance of its corporate purposes:
(1) To have perpetual duration.
26. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 615(c).
27. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a).
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Comment
This is not a new provision but is derived from the General Corporation
Law.28 If a corporation desires less than perpetual duration, it should so state
in its certificate.2 9
(2) To sue and be sued in all courts and to participate in actions and
proceedings, whether judicial, administrative, arbitrative or otherwise, in like
cases as natural persons.
Comment
Although this provision is not contained in the General or Stock Cor-
poration Laws, it is nonetheless not a new power as the State Constitution
expressly provides that a corporation shall have the right to sue and shall
be subject to be sued in like cases as natural persons.30
The phrase "and to participate in actions and proceedings, whether
judicial, administrative, arbitrative or otherwise" has been added.
Although the constitutional intent is -to make a corporation like a natural
person for purposes of litigation, unlike a natural person, a corporation or
voluntary association must still appear by an attorney-at-law duly licensed to
practice under the laws of this state.
31
(3) To have a corporate seal, and to alter such seal at pleasure, and to
use it by causing it or a facsimile to be affixed or impressed or reproduced in
any other manner.
Comment
This provision is, with some variation, a copy of the first sentence of
General Corporation Law, Section 14(2). The second sentence of Section
14(2), relating to the presence of the corporate seal as evidence of proper
execution of a written instrument, has not been omitted but is contained, with
some variation in Section 107. It is to be noted that Section 107 makes express
reference to the execution of an instrument by a domestic or foreign corpora-
tion; whereas, General Corporation Law, Section 15(2) only referred to the
execution by a corporation.
Under the new law, the presence of the corporate seal shall be prima
facie evidence that an instrument was properly executed; whereas, under the
General Corporation Law, it created a rebuttable presumption.
32 Although the
precise meaning of the terms presumption and prima facie are not clear, it is
felt that the use of either in this instance means no more than that it shifts
28. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 14(1).
29. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 402(a) (9).
30. N.Y. Const. Art. X, § 6 (1938).
31. N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 236.
32. In the absence of this statutory provision, the presence of the seal upon a written
instrument would have no legal effect. N.Y. Civ. Prac 
Act § 342.
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the burden of production (in contrast to persuasion) to the party contesting
the proper execution of the corporate instrument.
33
Neither Section 202(3) nor Section 107, however, is to be interpreted
as a mandatory requirement that a corporate seal be necessary to render
valid the acts and contracts of a corporation. "Accordingly, a corporation
need not do any act or execute any contract or writing under its seal unless
it is such as to require a seal when done or executed as the act or contract
of a natural person or unless its charter or a statute so requires.
3 4
In fact, the new law has eliminated the requirement that the corporation
stamp the corporate seal on certificates representing shares of stock.8 5
(4) (5) Subdivisions 4 and 536 give the corporation broad power to acquire
and dispose of property, "wherever situated." (Emphasis added.) The latter
phrase is new and eliminates the restriction found in General Corporation
Law, Section 17, which permitted a corporation to acquire, hold and dispose
of property only in jurisdictions where the corporation was transacting its
business in whole or in part.
General Corporation Law, Section 17 further provided that a corporation
could only acquire, hold and dispose of such property without the state as
was requisite for the transaction of its business or the conduct of its affairs.
Although the latter provision is not expressly found in subdivisions 4 and 5
of Section 202, the extent to which it has been eliminated from the new act
appears negligible when one again considers that each power must be exercised
in furtherance of its corporate purposes.
37
Although subdivision 5 refers generally only to "property," whereas
subdivision 4 specifically mentions both real and personal property, there is
no indication that any distinction was intended.
38
It further appears that a corporation, under the new law, is authorized
to hold a beneficial interest in a trust of real or personal property. Although
the text writers generally agree that business corporations may be beneficiaries
of an express trust,39 the New York courts had held that they could not.
40
In 1960, however, the Supreme Court in Alcoma Corporation v. Ackerman,
held that a real property trust, which is otherwise valid, is not invalid merely
33. For a general discussion as to the legal effect of the corporate seal, see 12 N.Y.
Jur. Corporations § 785 (1960).
34. Id. at § 586.
35. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 508(a) makes it permissive; whereas, N.Y. Stock Corp.
Law § 65 required it.
36. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 14(3) and 17.
37. Supra note 27.
38. In N.Y. Gen. Const. Law § 38, the term property is defined to include both real
and personal property.
39. 2 Scott, Trusts § 116 (2d ed. 1956) ; Restatement (Second), Trusts § 116, comment
c (1935).
40. In re De Forest's Estate, 147 Misc. 82, 263 N.Y. Supp. 135 (Surr. Ct. 1933); relying
upon In re Frasch, 245 N.Y. 174, 156 N.E. 656 (1927); In re Shatluck, 193 N.Y. 446, 86
N.E. 455 (1908); and In re Griffin, 167 N.Y. 71, 60 N.E. 284 (1901).
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because one or more of its beneficiaries may be business corporations.4 The
court in Alcoma based its decision upon a finding that, in the previous cases,
the trusts were otherwise void and/or there was no statutory enactment
authorizing a corporation to own a beneficial interest (chose in action) in
contrast to legal title.
The court, in In re Norton's Estate, held that a corporation could be
the beneficiary of a trust of personalty.
42
That the Alcoma and Norton decisions have been carried forth in the
new law can be substantiated on two grounds:
1) The phrase, "or any interest therein," in Section 202(4) of the
Business Corporation Law can reasonably be interpreted to include a beneficial
interest in a trust of real or personal property.
2) Since the term personal property is defined as including a chose in
action,43 and since the beneficial interest in a trust of real property is a chose
of action,4" the general power in Section 202(4) to hold personal property
can be interpreted to include the power to be the holder of a beneficial
interest in a trust of real or personal property.
It must be remembered, however, that each corporate power is subject
to limitations provided in other statutes, such as the Rule against Perpetui-
ties,45 and, therefore, a trust for the benefit of a corporation may be violative
of the Rule against Perpetuities where the corporation's existence is perpetual.
The phrase, "or any interest therein," may also be interpreted by the
courts as granting a corporation power to hold property as a joint tenant,
thereby overruling prior case law.
4 6
In reference to subdivision 5, the reader is to consider Section 909, which
regulates the sale, lease, exchange or other disposition of corporate assets other
than in the -usual or regular course of business.
(6) Subdivision 6 gives the corporation broad power to deal in or with
"bonds and other obligations, shares, or other securities or interests issued
by others, whether engaged in similar or different business, governmental, or
other activities." (Emphasis added.)
The above italicized phrase is to be contrasted with Section 18 of the
Stock Corporation Law, which permitted the corporation to purchase the
stock or securities of other corporations only if "authorized in its certificate of
incorporation, or in any amendment thereof filed pursuant to law, or if the
corporation whose stock is so purchased, acquired, held or disposed of is
engaged in a business similar to that of such corporation ..
41. 26 Misc. 2d 678, 207 N.Y.S.2d 137 (Sup. Ct. 1960).
42. 7 Misc. 2d 342, 155 N.Y.S.2d 838 (Surr. Ct. 1956).
43. N.Y. Gen. Const. Law § 39.
44. Alcoma, supra note 41 at 6890, 207 N.Y.S.2d at 140. This is substantially the same
argument used in the Alcoma case.
45. N.Y. Real Prop. Law § 42 as amended, L. 1958, ch. 153, L. 1960, ch. 448.
46. Mullen and Woods v. 615 West 57th St., 144 Misc. 697, 259 N.Y.Supp 250 (Munic.
Ct. 1932).
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Subdivision 6 is complemented by subdivision 15, which will be discussed
below.
The reader should note all possible limitations on this power imposed by
the introductory paragraph.
(7) Subdivision 7 gives the corporation power to a) make contracts, b)
give guarantees, c) incur liabilities, d) borrow money, e) issue its notes, bonds
and other obligations and f) secure any of its obligations by mortgage or pledge
of its property or any interest therein, wherever situated.
The latter powers are not new but are derived from Sections 16 and 19
of the Stock Corporation Law. However, many of the limitations contained
in the latter sections have been eliminated. For example, Stock Corporation
Law, Section 19 sets forth only four categories wherein a stock corporation
may guarantee any obligations for the payment of money only.
Although the subdivision is restricted by other provisions of this chapter
47
and by the fact that each power must be exercised in furtherance of its cor-
porate purposes, Section 908 of the Business Corporation Law provides that
a corporation, with the proper shareholder approval, may give a guarantee,
although not in furtherance of its corporate purposes.
(8) To lend money, invest and reinvest its funds, and take and hold real
and personal property as security for the payment of funds so loaned or
invested.
Comment
This subdivision states in positive language what was formerly a proviso
in General Corporation Law, Section 18. The corporate power to invest and
reinvest its funds overlaps somewhat with the corporate power to acquire
the obligations, shares, or other securities or interests issued by others.4 8
Although the prohibitions on the corporate power to lend money contained
in the General Corporation Law (Section 18) will no longer apply to business
corporations, 49 the provisions of Section 131 of the Banking Law, relating to
encroachments upon certain powers of bank and trust companies, still apply
and should be considered. 50 The reader should also consider Business Corpora-
tion Law, Section 714, which restricts loans to directors.
(9) Subdivision 9, which is derived from General Corporation Law,
Section 17, makes express the power to have offices without the state.
(10) To elect or appoint officers, employees and other agents of the cor-
poration, define their duties, fix their compensation and the compensation of
directors, and to indemnify corporate personnel.5 1
47. E.g., Section 518.
48. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a) (6).
49. Supra note 10.
50. In reference to the problem of corporate discounting, the reader should consider
N.Y. Sess. Laws 1959, ch. 709, § 1, eff. Apr. 22, 1959 which is designed to limit the implica-
tion of the decision of the Court of Appeals in Miller v. Discount Factors, Inc., 1 N.Y.2d
275, 152 N.Y.S.2d 273 (1956).
51. This subdivision restates N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 14(4) with an added reference
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(11) To adopt, amend or repeal by-laws, including emergency by-laws
made pursuant to subdivision 17 of Section 12 of the state defense emergency
act, relating to the business of the corporation, the conduct of its affairs, its
rights or powers or the rights or powers of its shareholders, directors or officers.
52
(12) To make donations, irrespective of corporate benefit, for the public
welfare or for community fund, hospital, charitable, educational, scientific,




This subdivision is much broader than Stock Corporation Law, Section
34, which expressly limits contributions to defined activities within the state(s)
in which the corporation is operating or to similar activities within or
without such states which, the board of directors determines "may be benefi-
cial to the business activities of the corporation or the well-being of its
employees." It also limits the restriction upon a corporate gift to a donee
institution, which at the time of the gift or immediately thereafter owns more
than 10% of the voting stock of the donor corporation or one of its subsidiaries.
Although Section 202 (a)(12) expressly eliminates the so-called corporate
benefit rule contained in General Corporation Law, Section 34, it must be
remembered that the power to make donations, like the other powers contained
in Section 202, must be exercised in "furtherance of its corporate pur-
poses. . ... 54 Another limitation upon the corporate power to make donations
is found in the Penal Law.55
(13) To pay pensions, establish and carry out pension, profit-sharing,
share bonus, share purchase, share option, savings, thrift and other retirement,
incentive and benefit plans, trusts and provisions for any or all of its directors,
officers and employees.56
to employees (see N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 60) and an express new provision for fixing
the compensation of directors. The reader should also consider Section 713(c), which,
unless otherwise provided for in the certificate, gives the Board authority to fix their
own compensation for services in any capacity. Prior to this, the Board could not fix
their own compensation unless given express authority by the certificate or by-laws. Godley
v. Crandall & Godley Co, 212 N.Y. 121, 105 N.E. 818 (1914). For a general discussion
of the prior law on this point see N.Y. Jur, supra note 33 at § 974.
52. This subdivision is derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 14(5). The reader should
consider N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 601 with regard to the exercise and scope of the
corporate power to adopt, amend and repeal by-laws.
53. This subdivision is derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 34, 35.
54. Supra note 27. There are both public and corporate benefits to be attained by a
broad construction of the corporate purpose phrase in Section 202(a). For instance, the
corporation not only obtains the good will of the community by making donations, but also
acquires a possible deduction. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 170.
Because of the great accumulation of wealth today in the corporate treasuries, it is
most advantageous for the public, and may even be necessary if certain charitable institu-
tions are to survive, to permit charitable donations by business corporations.
55. N.Y. Penal Law § 671 prohibits any corporation doing business in this
state, except a corporation or association organized for political purposes, from con-
tributing in any way to a political party. The persons who contribute and receive money
in violation of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
56. Although this is a new provision, the power outlined, at least with respect
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(14) To purchase, receive, take, or otherwise acquire, own, hold, sell,
lend, exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of, pledge, use and otherwise deal
in and with its own shares.57
(15) To be a promoter, partner, member, associate or manager of other
-business enterprises or ventures, or to the extent permitted in any other
jurisdiction to be an incorporator of other corporations of any type or kind. 8
(1-6) To have and exercise all powers necessary or convenient to effect any
or all of the purposes for which the corporation is formed.50
DEFENSE OF ULTRA VIREs
The term ultra vires itself, which literally interpreted means "beyond its
powers," is used by the courts to characterize an act or contract of a corpora-
tion which is foreign to its authorized business. In applying the defense of
ultra vires, the courts have been called upon to determine not only the trouble-
some question of what is and what is not ultra vires, but also when (in what
cases) and by whom the defense may be asserted. The problems are most acute
when one considers the rights and liabilities arising from ultra vires contracts,
and the courts generally have not, in the absence of statute, agreed upon the
legal effect of such a contract.
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to officers and employees, is partially expressed in N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 14 and is
implied by N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 14(4) and N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 71.
For a discussion of some of the problems posed by corporate and incentive compensa-
tion, see N.Y. Jur., supra note 33 at §§ 980-985.
57. This subdivision is limited by Section 513 which permits the redemption (of
redeemable series) or purchase by a corporation of its own shares only under certain
conditions and subject to any restrictions contained in its certificate. That is, a corpora-
tion may purchase its own shares, or redeem its redeemable shares out of surplus, except
when currently the corporation is insolvent or would thereby be made insolvent. Section
513(a). Note also the definition of "surplus" in Section 102(13) and "insolvent" Section
102(8).
Prior case law and statutory law permitted the corporation to purchase its own
shares out of surplus. Richard v. Wiemer Co., 207 N.Y. 59 (1912). N.Y. Penal Law §
664(5).
A corporation may also redeem (its redeemable shares) or purchase its own shares
out of stated capital, except when currently the corporation is insolvent or would thereby
be made insolvent, if the purchase is made for one of four reasons. Section 513(b). Note
the definition of "stated capital" under Section 102(12).
N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 28 permits the redemption or purchase of preferred
redeemable stock out of capital under certain conditions. For a discussion of share
repurchases under the new act, see de Capriles, Corporate Finance, supra.
58. This is a new statutory power which is consistent with prior case law in part
and inconsistent with it in another part. Although the general rule has been that a cor-
poration may enter into a joint venture with others so long as such venture does not
deviate from the business for which it was organized (Red Robin Stores v. Rose, 274
App. Div. 462, 84 N.Y.S.2d 685 (1st Dep't 1948)), New York case law bad held that
a corporation could not enter into a partnership. Frieda Popkov Corp. V. Stack, 198 Asc.
826, 103 N.Y.S.2d 507 (Sup. Ct. 1950).
Although subdivision 15 thereby overrules the Frieda decision, it must be remembered
that a corporation which does become a partnership may only do so to the extent
permitted by applicable partnership law.
59. States in positive form what is contained in N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 13(1).
60. For a summary of the doctrine evolved by the courts in the absence of statute,
see Ballantine, Corporations § 92 (rev. ed, 1946).
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By virtue of Section 203 of the new act, New York, following the lead of
many other states,6 ' has limited and expressly defined the application of the
defense of ultra vires. The problem of determining what is and what is not
ultra vires a corporation still remains, 62 but the when and by whom has been
settled.
In general, the section provides that no action or transfer of a corporation,
otherwise lawful, shall be invalid by reason of the fact that the corporation
was without capacity or power to do such act or to make or receive such
transfer, but such lack of capacity or power may be asserted:
(1) In an action by a shareholder against the corporation to enjoin the
doing of any act or the transfer of real or personal property by or to the
corporation.
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(2) In an action by or in the right of a corporation to procure a judg-
ment in its favor against an incumbent or former officer or director of the
corporation for loss or damage due to his unauthorized act.6r
(3) In an action or special proceeding by the Attorney General to annul
or dissolve the corporation or to enjoin it from the doing of unauthorized
business.6 5
61. Only 20 states have no statutory provision dealing with ultra vires transactions.
They are: Arizona, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming.
For a general discussion of the various types of statutory provisions regarding ultra
vires with citations to the respective statutes in each state see 1 Model Bus. Corp. Act
Annot. § 6 fU 2.01, 2.02, and 6.
62. Although the statutory powers (Section 202) have been increased, difficulty will
probably still arise in determining whether a given power has been exercised in further-
ance of its corporate purposes.
63. Section 203(a)(1) imposes certain limitations upon the courts' power to set
aside or enjoin an unauthorized act or a transfer which is being or is to be performed
under a contract to which the corporation is a party.
The court may enjoin or set aside performance of the (unauthorized) contract only
if all the parties to the contract are made'parties to the action and only if the court
deems it equitable. If the court does so enjoin the performance of the contract, it has
the further power to award damages (exclusive of anticipated profits) to either party for
damage suffered by them by reason of the court's action.
There is good reason in retaining the defense of ultra vires in favor of a shareholder.
One who has invested money in a corporation should have a right to prevent the sub-
jection of his investment to rules to which he has not consented.
64. The unauthorized act of the officer contemplated by subdivision 2 is not to be
confused with an act, though within the scope of permissible corporate authority, which
is only outside the scope of authority of the officer or agent who committed it. This
may well be ultra vires the officer but it does not fall within the traditional application
of the phrase ultra vires which implies that the act is beyond the corporate power as
well.
65. Subdivision 3 preserves two distinct remedies in favor of the Attorney General.
That is, he may dissolve the corporation where it has "exceeded the authority conferred
upon it by law" (N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1101(a)(2)) or merely enjoin the com-
mission or continuance of the act or acts complained of. N.Y. Civ. Prac. Art §§ 1217-
1221. The action contemplated by N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 1217 (see also section
1218), which is one in the nature of a permanent injunction, should not be confused with
the injunction discussed in N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1115, which provides only for
a temporary injunction pending a dissolution proceeding pursuant to Section 1101 or
any other applicable section of N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law, art. 11.
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Generally, Section 203 is merely a codification of existing New York case
law.6 6 However, in at least one important area, it has overruled existing case
law.
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It is to be noted that Section 203 is not intended to affect the defense of
illegality in contrast to ultra vires.8 Although the two defenses have been
confused, a distinction between acts which are merely outside the scope of the
corporate authority and acts which are contrary to public policy or expressly
forbidden by law must be made in order to understand the effect of Section
203.
"A contract may be both ultra vires and illegal, though it by no means
follows that because such a contract is ultra vires it is also illegal, nor is
illegality a necessary or perhaps even a usual, characteristic of ultra vires
contracts."6 9
By eliminating the defense of ultra vires by or against third parties to a
contract, Section 203 is nullifying the theory, found in cases where the contract
was executory, that a corporation carries its certificate wherever it goes, and
that persons dealing with corporation are chargeable with notice of its powers
and the purposes for which is was formed.70 The effect of this change in theory
will be that commercial dealings by or with a corporation will be made secure.
CORPORATE EXISTENCE: DEFECTIVE FORMATION
The question of whether a business has properly attained the corporate
status can arise in many ways.71 For example, the association may be attempt-
ing to sue as a corporation on its contracts with third parties, or the associates
of such business may be attempting to assert the limited liability that attaches
to the corporate form.
66. The courts have, for years, held that the doctrine of ultra vires cannot be in-
voked by a corporation to defeat liability for any injury through negligence. Hannon v.
Siegel-Cooper Co., 167 N.Y. 244, 60 N.E. 597 (1901); Bissell v. The Michigan Southern
and Northern Indiana Railroad Companies, 22 N.Y. 258, 262 (1860); Massa v. Wana-
maker Academy of Beauty Culture, 80 N.Y.S.2d 923 (Munic. Ct. 1948). For a general
discussion of corporate liability for torts arising out of ultra vires transactions and the
application of the defense to particular torts, see, N.Y. Jur., supra note 33 at §§ 987-996.
The Courts have also held that where a contract has been executed on one side, the
party being benefited is not permitted to defend on ultra vires grounds. Bath Gas Light
Co. v. Claffy, 151 N.Y. 24, 45 N.E. 390 (1896) and Whitney Arms Co. v. Barlow, 63 N.Y.
62 (1875). A leading case in this area is Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. v. Missouri Poultry
and Game Co., 287 Mo. 400, 229 S.W. 813 (1921).
67. No longer will the defense be available where the contract is executory. Jemison
v. Citizens' Say. Bk. of Jefferson, 122 N.Y. 135, 25 N.E. 264 (1890).
It also changes New York case law by sustaining devises and bequests to corporations
beyond their power to take. Matter of McGraw, 111 N.Y. 66, 19 N.E. 233 (1888).
68. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 203(a) provides that no act or transfer to or by a
corporation shall be invalid by reason of the fact that the corporation was without
capacity or power to do such act or to make or receive such transfer where it (the act
or transfer) is otherwise lawful.
69. N.Y. Jur., supra note 33 at § 589.
70. Jemison, supra note 67 at 140, 25 N.E. at 265.
71. For a comprehensive list of the various problems that can arise, see Ballantine,
supra note 60 at § 20.
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In the absence of statute, it appears clear that the party asserting the
existence of a corporation in a pleading has the burden of proving the existence
of that corporation, either de jure72 or de facto,73 or facts showing an admission
or estoppel to deny corporate existence, such as contracting on a corporate basis.
General Corporation Law, Section 12, which made filing of any certificate of
incorporation presumptive evidence of its incorporation, did not change
the substantive law, but merely gave the person seeking to prove the existence
of a corporation the advantage of a presumption of its existence. The presump-
tion, which shifted the burden of producing evidence, was not irrebutable,
however, and the other party was free to come forth and prove that the pur-
ported corporation was neither de jure nor de facto.
Section 403 of the Business Corporation Law now makes the filing
of the certificate of incorporation by the Department of State "conclusive
evidence that all conditions precedent have been fulfilled and that the cor-
poration has been formed under this chapter. . . ." (Emphasis added.) The
result, therefore, is that when a party hereafter asserts the existence of a
corporation and proves that the certificate has been filed, the other party is
precluded from denying and disproving the existence of the corporation by
collateral attack.
Section 403 does not, however, apply where the certificate has not been
filed. In such a case, there is nothing in the statute which would prevent a
person who is asserting the corporate existence from proving the existence of
a de facto corporation. This may be difficult and may even be impossible as
there is some authority to the effect that failure to file the certificate precludes
de facto existence.74
It is also to be noted that Section 403 does not preclude the Attorney
General, even where the certificate is filed, from maintaining "an action or
special proceeding to annul or dissolve the corporation under article 11 (Judicial
dissolution), or enjoin any person or persons from acting as a corporation
within this state without being duly incorporated."
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ARTICLE 8: AMENDMENTS AND CHANGES
Article 8, dealing with amendments to the certificate of incorporation, is
essentially a restatement, but in comprehensible form, of existing law as set
72. A de jure corporation is one which has been regularly created in compliance
with all legal requirements, and whose right to exercise a corporate franchise is invulnerable
to attack. 11 N.Y. Jur. Corporations § 40 (1960).
73. As a general rule, a corporation de facto exists when, because of irregularity or
defect in organization, a corporation de jure is not created but there has been a colorable
compliance with the requirement of some law under which an association can be incor-
porated, and a user or exercise of corporate powers. Ibid.
74. Stevens v. Episcopal Church History Co., 140 App. Div. 570, 125 N.Y. Supp. 573
(1st Dep't 1910); Perrine v. Levin, 68 Misc. 327, 123 N.Y. Supp. 1007 (Sup. Ct. 1910).
75. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 403. The authority to enjoin the corporation is contained
in N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 1217.
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forth in Article 4 of the Stock Corporation Law. It should not be understood
by this that the statute has not been up-dated and improved in many ways
but, as is to be expected, the basic theory of the article, to permit charter
modifications to the extent they would be includible in an original certificate
of incorporation and to afford some measure of protection to minority share-
holders, is continued. Perhaps the most welcome change is the fact that the
article is recast in a more simplified and consequently more workable form.
In lieu of the existing law's enumeration of changes which may be effected
by amendment,' the statute confers a broad, general power of amendment
limited only by the proviso that it contain only those provisions which might
be lawfully included in an original certificate of incorporation filed at the time
of the amendment.2 While the statute lists numerous changes which may be
effected by amendment, the listing is illustrative only and is specifically not
a "limitation upon such general power of amendment. ' 3 This might seem to
indicate a basic change in the theory of the statute but such is not the case,
for the sum total of the powers of amendment currently specified in the Stock
Corporation Law is essentially everything which would be includible in an
original certificate of incorporation.4 Thus, the theory remains unchanged,
though articulated more accurately.
The special provision for reduction of stated capital by amendment,
currently included in Section 35 of the Stock Corporation Law, is retained in
Article 8.5 The necessity for this special provision, in view of the broad authoriz-
ing language of the Business Corporation Law, is not entirely clear. Its probable
purpose is to safeguard against a construction to the effect that since the
capitalization is no longer required to be stated in the certificate of incorpora-
tion,6 an amendment reducing stated capital would not fall within the test
of the statute.7 This explanation is confirmed somewhat by the fact that the
section otherwise confers no new powers of amendment but in fact reiterates
powers already found among the illustrative powers of the previous section.
Thus, the amendment may reduce stated capital by reducing the par value of
any issued shares,8 eliminating from authorized shares any that have been
reacquired by the corporation, 9 or changing any authorized shares into a dif-
1. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 35.
2. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 801(a).
3. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 801(b). The illustrative changes listed are essentially those
currently authorized by the Stock Corporation Law.
4. Compare N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 35 with § 5.
5. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 802. The term "stated capital" is used as a word of art,
defined in N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a) (12).
6. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 402. Only the number of shares authorized, their par value,
if any, and the number of no par shares need be stated.
7. I.e, anything includible in the certificate of incorporation.
8. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 802(a) (1). Derived from N.Y. Stock Corp. Law
§ 35(2) (C) (4).
9. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 802(a)(3). Derived from N.Y. Stock Corp. Law
§ 35(2) (C) (2).
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ferent number or class of shares.'0 When stated capital is reduced by amend-
ment, the certificate of amendment must contain a statement of the manner
in which the reduction is effected" and, while not required in an original
certificate of incorporation, 12 the amounts from which and to which stated
capital is reduced.' 3 A reduction of stated capital may not be effected by
amendment unless after the reduction it still exceeds the aggregate amount
payable to all shares entitled to preference in the event of involuntary liquida-
tion plus the par value of all outstanding par value stock.1 4 This provision for
reduction of stated capital by amendment specifically does not prevent a cor-
poration from reducing its stated capital in any other manner prescribed by
the statute.' 5 In contrast, stated capital may be increased by resolution of
the board transferring any portion of the surplus to capital.' 6
Perhaps the most significant change in Article 8 concerns the vote required
to authorize an amendment. Under the Stock Corporation Law routine amend-
ments can be authorized by a majority of the stockholders entitled to vote,'7
whereas matters of a more substantial nature must be approved by two thirds.'
8
Under Article 8, amendment of the certificate of incorporation may be au-
thorized by a majority of the shareholders entitled to vote thereon at a meeting
of the shareholders.19 The amending process is further simplified by the in-
novation of the certificate of change. This is a new device permitting minor
changes in the certificate of incorporation to be authorized simply by resolution
of the board"0 and accomplished by filing a certificate of change with the
Department of State.21 Under this simplified procedure, the board may (1)
specify or change the location of the corporation's office, (2) specify or change
the address to which the Secretary of State should mail process when served
upon him, and (3) make, revoke or change the description of a registered agent
or change the agent's address.
This section specifically does not alter the vote which may be required
10. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 802(a)(2). Derived from N.Y. Stock Corp. Law
§ 35(2) C) (5).
11. Cf. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 35(4): "No change authorized by this section shall
be effective to reduce the capital of the corporation unless the certificate . . . shall
specifically state that capital is thereby reduced."
12. Supra note 6.
13. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 805(a) (5).
14. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 806(b) (3).
15. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 802(b). See §§ 516, 518.
16. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 506(c). Cf. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 37(4) requiring that
an affidavit that the amount has been transferred from surplus to capital be annexed to
the certificate of amendment.
17. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 37(C) (1).
18. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 37(C)(2).
19. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 803(a). See Section 615 providing for written consent
of all of the shareholders entitled to vote in any case where a vote of the shareholders is
required.
20. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 803(b).
21. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 805(c).
22. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 803(b).
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in other sections of the act pertaining to particular subjects of amendment.23
Thus, provisions otherwise invalid as improperly restricting the discretion of
directors can only be imposed by way of amendment by a unanimous vote of
the shareholders24 and repealed by two thirds of those entitled to vote or by
such other vote as may be required by the certificate of incorporation for that
purpose.2 An amendment increasing the quorum requirement for action at a
shareholders' meeting must be authorized by two thirds of those entitled to
vote.26 So too in the case of an amendment increasing the quorum for a
meeting of the board of directors.27 Neither does the section alter the authority
of the board to authorize amendments under specified circumstances. For
example, the certificate of incorporation may authorize issuance of preferred
shares.'2 s If the number or designation is not fixed, the board may do so, by
filing a certificate of amendment with the Department of State.20 In like
manner, if the certificate of incorporation requires cancellation of shares
acquired by the corporation, the board may eliminate them from the number
of authorized shares.30 So too in the case of an increase in the number of
authorized shares necessitated in'order to satisfy conversion privileges of bonds
of the corporation.31
The class of shareholders entitled to vote will be broadened to include what
would ordinarily be non-voting stock in any case where the amendment would
exclude or limit their right to vote on any matter except if this is simply the
result of an authorization of new shares.32 Similarly, any change or reclassifi-
cation of their shares or alteration of the terms under which their shares are
held which would adversely affect or subordinate the rights of such shareholders
will be sufficient to confer voting privileges.33 In such cases, such shareholders
are not only entitled to vote but may do so as a class and in addition to au-
thorization by a majority of the voting shares, the amendment must be approved
by a majority of that class. 34 The essential prerequisite to voting rights in
these cases is an adverse affect on the interests of the shareholder and if only
a certain series of a class will be adversely affected, the right to vote is only
conferred to that extent.35
Amendment is accomplished by filing a certificate of amendment with
the Department of State containing: (1) the name of the corporation and, if
changed, the name under which it was formed, (2) the date of filing of the
23. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 803(c).
24. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 620(b) (1).
25. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 620(d).
26. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 616(b).
27. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 709(b).
28. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 502(a).
29. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 502(c).
30. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 515.
31. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 519.
32. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804(a)(1).
33. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804(a) (3).
34. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804(a).
35. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804(b).
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certificate of incorporation, (3) each amendment effected by it, and (4) the
manner in which it was authorized.3 6 Any number of amendments or changes
may be combined in one certificate.3 7 The certificate of change08 must set forth
the same information 3 9
The provision for a restated certificate of incorporation is retained.40 On
authority of the board, a single certificate may be filed setting forth the certifi-
cate of incorporation" as amended theretofore. The restated certificate itself
may contain amendments or changes if properly authorized. 42 The information
which must be included in the restated certificate is basically that which is
required for a certificate of amendment plus the text of the previously filed
certificates which are being incorporated in the restated certificate.43 State-
ments as to the incorporators, original subscribers for shares, or directors need
not be included.4 4 Upon filing with the Department of State, the original
certificate of incorporation shall be superseded and the restated certificate
shall be the certificate of incorporation of the corporation45 rather than merely
presumptive evidence of incorporation as provided by the Stock Corporation
Law.46
The interest of the dissenting shareholder, adversely affected by an amend-
ment effecting a substantial alteration in the terms under which he holds his
shares, is protected by his right to appraisal and payment for his shares. The
right is available if .the amendment alters or abolishes any preferential right
to which he may be entitled; creates, alters or abolishes any provision or right
concerning the redemption of outstanding shares; alters or abolishes any pre-
emptive rights; or excludes or limits voting rights. 47 The right exists only for
the benefit of shareholders who do not vote in favor of or consent in writing
to the taking of the action in question.4"
Article 8 continues unchanged the provisions of the Stock Corporation
Law49 pertaining to corporate reorganizations in bankruptcy although broaden-
ing their scope to include reorganizations under any applicable act of congress.3 0
Under this section, the trustee has power to implement the decree of the court
36. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 805(a).
37. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 805(b).
38. See text accompanying notes 20-22 supra.
39. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 805(c).
40. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law"§ 807. Cf. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 40.
41. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 102(a)(3) defining certificate of incorporation as:
"the original certificate of incorporation or any other instrument filed or issued under any
statute to form a domestic or foreign corporation, as amended, supplemented or restated
by certificates of amendment, merger or consolidation . . .
42. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 807(a).
43. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 807(b).
44. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 807(c).
45. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 807(f).
46. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 40(9).
47. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 806(b)(6).
48. Ibid.
49. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 26; N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 9(b).
50. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 808.
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by filing the necessary certificates with like effect as if authorized by unani-
mous action of the board and shareholders.5' Under this section, a dissident
shareholder is permitted no right of appraisal.52 In addition to amending the
certificate of incorporation, the reorganization may result in a new domestic or
foreign corporation being formed in which case the necessary certificates or
application for authorization to do business in the state must be filed." If
the new corporation is to take the name of the reorganized corporation, the
latter may thereafter use it only in connection with the winding up of its
affairs.54 To the extent that the winding up is not accomplished as part of the
bankruptcy proceeding, it must be conducted in accordance with the provisions
of this act concerning dissolution.55
Article 8, then, presents no radical departure from familiar law. It is,
rather, traditional law in modem format. The amending process is simplified,
in keeping with the modern trend,50 by requiring only a majority vote and, in
some instances, only action by the board. There is no dilution of the protection
of appraisal extended to the dissident shareholder. In sum, the new law retains
the best of the old, adds a few modem touches and speaks with unusual clarity.
ARTICLE 9: MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION: GUARANTEE;
DISPOSITION OF ASSETS
A business corporation is not inherently capable of uniting with another
corporation to form a single corporate entity1 nor is such authority conferred
by the common law.2 Thus, such power existing only to the extent that it is
specifically granted by statute, strict compliance with the statutory mandate is
clearly indicated.
Merger and consolidation are distinct concepts distinguishable both from
each other and from other intercorporate transactions. "Consolidation signifies
51. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 808(b).
52. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 808(d).
53. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 808(h).
54. Ibid.
55. Ibid. See Article 10, Non-judicial Dissolution, discussed at p. 651 infra.
56. The Revisers' Notes indicate that 20 other jurisdictions now allow amendment by
majority vote. Joint Legislative Committee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws, Fifth
Interim Report, Revised Supp., Legis. Doc. No. 12, 185th Sess. 56 (1961).
1. Cole v. Millerton Iron Co., 133 N.Y. 164, 30 N.E. 847 (1892). While dicta
occasionally implies the existence of such power, there is no authority to this effect.
See, e.g., dicta in Anderson v. International Minerals & Chemical Corp., 295 N.Y. 343,
349, 67 N.E.2d 573, 576 (1946), "the whole process of merger and consolidation rests
upon the principle of permitting consolidations approved by two-thirds of the shareholders
which in the absence of statute would require the consent of all . .. ."
2. Davis v. Congregation Beth Tephila Israel, 40 App. Div. 424, 57 N.Y. Supp. 1015
(1st Dep't 1899); Agoodash Achim, Inc. v. Temple Beth-El, 147 Misc. 405, 263 N.Y. Supp.
81 (Sup. Ct. 1933). See also, Cadman Memorial Congregational Society of Brooklyn v.
Kenyon, 197 Misc. 124, 95 N.Y.S.2d 133 (Sup. Ct. 1950). These decisions reject the single
exception to this rule found in some jurisdictions that religious corporations may merge
and consolidate without statutory authority. See Jamison v. Henderson, 189 Ark. 204, 71
S.W.2d 696 (1934); Sanders v. Baggerly, 96 Ark. 117, 131 S.W. 49 (1910).
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such a union as necessarily results in the creation of a new corporation and the
termination of the constituent ones, whereas a merger signifies the absorption
of one corporation by another, which retains its name and corporate identity
with the added capital, franchises and powers of a merged corporation."13
Article 9 of the Business Corporation Law is premised on this distinction; and
thus, two or more corporations are authorized to "(1) Merge into a single
corporation which shall be one of the constituent corporations; or (2) Con-
solidate into a single corporation which shall be a new corporation to be
formed pursuant to the consolidation."4 The failure of the legislature to pre-
serve this distinction in the past, however, has endowed New York with a
legacy of case law which in some instances may prove to be questionable
authority under the new Business Corporation Law. The confusion of these
concepts is graphically illustrated by an early legislative fiat that "said corpora-
tions agreed to be consolidated shall be merged into the new corporation." 5
More recent legislation has exhibited a tendency to attempt to distinguish the
two concepts6 but the traditional confusion of the two has by no means been
abandoned. 7 In tose instances where the distinction was necessary to decision,
the courts have preserved it more faithfully, nonetheless reiterating their
affirmation that the question depends entirely upon the intent of the legisla-
ture.8 In adopting the distinction as its basic premise in Article 9, then, the
legislature has at last caught up with the intent which the courts have at times
imputed to it and has set forth the framework for a definitive statement of the
extent to and manner in which such business combinations are authorized.
Merger and Consolidation Under the Present Law
The present Stock Corporation Law provides for parent-subsidiary mergers
between domestic corporations or domestic and foreign corporations when the
corporations involved are authorized to engage in similar business and the
possessor corporation owns at least 95' of the outstanding shares of each class
of stock of the subsidiary.9 It further provides for consolidation of domestic
corporations or of a domestic and a foreign corporation organized under the
laws of a state permitting such combination. 10 Implicit in the language au-
3. 15 Fletcher, Cyclopedia Corporations § 7041 (perm. ed. 1961 rev. vol.).
4. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 901(a).
5. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1884, ch. 367, § 3.
6. E.g., the N.Y. Stock Corp. Law has separate provisions for merger (Section 85) and
consolidation (Section 86).
7. See, e.g, N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 86(11): "If the consolidated corporation is to
be one of the constituent corporations and not a new corporation, a statement to that effect,
setting forth the name of such surviving constituent corporation [must be included in the
certificate of consolidation]."
8. See, e.g., In re Cantor, 261 N.Y. 6, 184 N.E. 474 (1933); People v. New York,
C. & St. L.R. Co., 129 N.Y. 474, 29 N.E. -959 (1892) ; People ex rel. New York Phonograph
Co. v. Rice, 11 N.Y. Supp. 249 (Sup. Ct. 1890).
9. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 85.
10. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 86.
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thorizing consolidation is authority for merger under the same circumstances."
The statutory formalities which must be observed are minimal. A parent-
subsidiary merger may be accomplished by resolution of the board of the
parent corporation and notice by mail to the remaining shareholders of the
subsidiary.'2 In the case of consolidation, and by implication other mergers,
the certificate of consolidation must be subscribed by the shareholders of record
of each constituent corporation or by the president or vice-president and
secretary or assistant-secretary on authority of a two thirds vote of the share-
holders of each constituent.' 3 In each instance combination is complete with
the filing of a certificate of merger or consolidation with the Department of
State.1
4
Parent-Subsidiary Mergers Under Article 9
The only substantive change under the Business Corporation Law is the
deletion of the requirement for a parent-subsidiary merger that the subsidiary
be "authorized to engage in business similar or incidental to the business
which the possessor corporation is authorized to engage in .... ,' The Stock
Corporation Law imposes this condition solely in the case of parent-subsidiary
mergers and not in the case of consolidations or other mergersYx° This require-
ment appears to have nothing to commend it and is explicable only as vestigial
terminology of 19th century corporate law.' 7 Inasmuch as no barrier to its
11. Ibid. "Any two or more . . . corporations may be consolidated into a single
corporation, which may be either a new corporation or any one of the constituent cor-
porations ...."
12. Supra note 9.
13. Supra note 10.
14. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law §§ 85, 86.
15. Supra note 9. Also omitted from the new act is the provision: "The possessor
corporation shall not thereby acquire power to engage in any business or to exercise any
right, privilege or franchise of a kind which it could not lawfully engage in or exercise
under the provisions of the law by or pursuant to which possessor corporation is organized."
16. This requirement was dropped with the adoption of the Stock Corporation Law
in 1923. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1923, ch. 787.
17. Prior to 1890 there was no general self-incorporation law in New York. Initially
corporations were chartered individually by the legislature. This was followed by A
proliferation of statutes permitting self-incorporation in certain specified trades with
authority to consolidate being sbecificaIly limited to corporations formed under the same
incorporation law. Merger was seldom authorized in these incorporation statutes. However,
Chapter 932, Section 1 of the Laws of 1896, which was not an incorporation statute,
provided for a pro forma merger in which a domestic corporation owning all the stock of
another domestic corporation "organized for or engaged in business similar or incidental
to that of the possessor corporation" could merge such corporation pursuant to a resolution
by the directors of the possessor corporation. Thus evolved the predecessor of the parent-
subsidiary merger of today.
This historic concept of limiting merger and consolidation to corporations organized
under the same incorporation law is not dead since the definition of "corporation" in Sec-
tion 102(4) of the Business Corporation Law is limited to a corporation formed under
this statute or existing for a purpose for which a corporation may be formed under It.
Therefore, the deletion of the restrictive terminology should not be construed as carte
blanche authorization.
For a careful historical analysis, see Freedland, Merger and Consolidation of New York
Business Corporations: History of Enabling Legislation, 1776-1956, 25 Fordbam L. Rev.
672 (1957).
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circumvention via an ordinary merger of the corporations involved exists, the
effect of the deletion is merely to facilitate the already possible.
Of greater significance is the institution, as a statutory requirement, of a
plan of merger. A domestic corporation owning at least 95% of the outstand-
ing shares of each class of another domestic corporation may merge the subsid-
iary without the authorization of the shareholders of either corporation.'
8
The following procedure is specified in the statute. The board must approve a
plan of merger setting forth: (1) the names of each subsidiary corporation and
the surviving corporation and, if the name of any of them has been changed,
the name under which it was originally formed, (2) the manner and basis of
converting the shares of each subsidiary not wholly owned by the surviving
corporation into shares, bonds or other securities of the surviving corporation,
or the cash and other consideration to be exchanged.' 9 A copy of the plan or
an outline of its material features must be given personally or by mail to all
remaining shareholders of the subsidiary 20
A verified certificate of merger may then be filed with the Department of
State. The certificate must set forth: (1) the plan of merger, (2) the number
of shares owned and the number outstanding of each class of each subsidiary,
and (3) the date that a copy of the plan of merger was given to the remaining
shareholders of the subsidiary or a statement that such notice has been waived.2'
If the parent corporation does not own all the shares of the subsidiary, the
certificate may not be filed for 30 days after the plan of merger has been given
to the remaining shareholders unless such notice has been waived.2 A certified
copy of the certificate of merger must also be filed in each county within the
state where real property of any constituent corporation is situated.P
Although the remaining shareholders of the subsidiary are not accorded
an opportunity to vote on the merger,24 they are entitled to have their shares
18. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 905(a): "Any domestic corporation owning at least ninety-
five percent of the outstanding shares of each class of another domestic corporation or
corporations may merge such other corporation or corporations into itself without the
authorization of any such corporation. ' (Emphasis added.) Although the substitution of
"any such" for "either" may suggest that the requirement of a shareholders' vote is
dispensed with only in the case of the subsidiary and not the parent, the more reasonable
explanation of the change in terminology is that it envisages the situation where there are
more than two constituents. There is no evidence of any intent, to change the require-
ment but, on the contrary, strong expression of an intent to preserve the existing meaning
of the statute. See, Joint Legislative Committee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws,
Fifth Interim Report, Revised Supp., Legis. Doc. No. 12, 18th Sess. 60 (1961): "The
distinguishing characteristic of this type of merger is the absence of a requirement for
shareholder authorization ..
19. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law 1 905(a).
20. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 905(b). Under the Stock Corp. Law § 85, a copy of
the resolution of the board to merge, setting forth essentially the same information must
be mailed to each remaining shareholder of the subsidiary.
1 21. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law I 905(c). The N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 85 required the
certificate to set forth a copy of the resolution of the board and a statement- that a copy
had been mailed to the remaining shareholders.
22. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 905(c). This provisions is new.
23. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 905(d). This provision is new.
24. Supra note 18.
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appraised and to receive payment of their fair value.25 As a prerequisite to
appraisal a written notice of election to dissent must be filed with the corpora-
tion -2 6 within twenty days after the plan of merger has been given to him.
27
The notice must state his name, residence address, the number and class of
shares as to which he dissents, and a demand for payment of the fair value
of his shares.28 A shareholder may not dissent as to less than all of the shares
held by him of record.2 9 Filing of a notice of election -to dissent effects a termi-
nation of any of the dissenter's rights as a shareholder except the right to
receive payment and any rights specifically granted in Section 623 of the
statute.30 The filing sets in motion a procedure, finely detailed in Section 623,
which is intended to preserve the rights which accrue both to the dissenter and
to the corporation as the result of the demand for appraisal.
The Plan of Consolidation or Merger
Under Article 9, a consolidation or a merger other than parent-subsidiary
may be accomplished by means of the same procedure. The board of each
corporation proposing to participate in a merger or a consolidation must ap-
prove a plan of merger or consolidation setting forth: (1) the names and
locations of the offices of the constituent corporations and of the consolidated
corporation (or the surviving corporation in the case of merger), (2) the terms
and conditions of the proposed consolidation (or merger), (3) the manner and
basis of converting the shares or the consideration to be paid in the exchange,
(4) in the case of merger, a statement of any changes in the certificate of
incorporation of the surviving corporation to be effected by the merger or,
for consolidation, all statements required to be included in an original certifi-
cate of incorporation 3' except designation of incorporators and facts not avail-
able at the~time the plan is approved by the board, and (5) such other provi-
sions as the board considers necessary or desirable.32
Upon approval by the board, the plan must be submitted to a vote of
the shareholders in accordance with a specified procedure. Notice of the meet-
ing, including a copy or outline of the material features of the plan, shall be
given to each shareholder of record, whether or not entitled to vote.33 The
plan must be authorized at a meeting of shareholders by vote of two thirds
25. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 910(a)(2).
-26. Ibid.
27. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 623(c). See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 905(b) authorizing
service of the plan of merger personally or by mail.
28. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 623(c).
29. N.Y. Bus. Corp. law § 623(d).
30. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 623(e).
31. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 402.
32. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 902. The provision for a plan is new. Under N.Y. Stock
Corp. Law § 86 the certificate of consolidation is required to contain essentially the same
information. Merger is somewhat simplified by requiring only changes in the certificate of
incorporation to be included in the plan.
33. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 903 (a) (1). The requirement of notice to all shareholders
is new.
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of all outstanding shares entitled to vote thereon.3 4 If the plan contains any
provision which, if contained in an amendment to the certificate of incorpora-
tion, would entitle the shareholders of a class to vote, notwithstanding a provi-
sion to the contrary in the certificate of incorporation, then such shareholders
are entitled to vote and to do so as a class. 35 In such a case, in addition to a
vote of two -thirds of all outstanding shares entitled to vote thereon, the con-
solidation (or merger) must be authorized by a two thirds vote of each class.36
There is further provision, the necessity for which is not readily apparent,
that if the plan so provides, the board may abandon it at any time prior to
filing, notwithstanding shareholder authorization of the plan.37 This provision
merely states that if in authorizing the plan the shareholders authorize abandon-
ment, the plan may be abandoned; but no case law is found suggesting that
abandonment would not be possible under such circumstances in any event.38
The inclusion of an essentially meaningless provision such as this may in fact
prove highly undesirable, for when read in conjunction with the section im-
mediately subsequent to it, it affords some basis for an inference that the
plan may be abandoned only in this manner. Section 904(a) provides: "After
approval of the plan . . . by the board and shareholders of each constituent
corporation, unless the merger or consolidation is abandoned in accordance
.with paragraph (b) of section 903 ... a certificate of merger or consolidation
. . . shall be . . . delivered to the department of state.", (Emphasis added.)
Thus there is the risk that, in a case where the plan does not provide for
abandonment, an act of abandonment which would ordinarily invoke civil
liability for breach of contract or fiduciary obligation could, under Article 9,
be treated as not in accord with the statute and invalid.3 9 It clearly seems
unwise to deprive the directors or shareholders of the alternative of incurring
civil liability when such alternative appears dictated by the' interests of the
corporation.
34. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 903(a) (2). See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 615 providing for
written consent of all of the shareholders entitled to vote in lieu of a meeting of shareholders
whenever a vote of the shareholders is required or permitted.
35. Ibid. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804, discussed at p. 634 supra.
36. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 903(a)(2).
37. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 903(b): "Notwithstanding shareholder authorization and
at any time prior to the filing of the certificate of merger or coisolidation, the plan of
merger or consolidation may be abandoned pursuant to a provision for such abandon-
ment, if any, contained in the plan of merger or consolidation."
38. Most sample forms of resolutions recommending consolidation contain the
proviso: 'FURTHER RESOLVED that, at any time before the plan is declared effective
either before or after approval by the stockholders, this Board be, and the same hereby
is, authorized to withdraw it, if, for any reason, it seems desirable so to do."
39. This inference may seem remote at first but two basic principles render it
reasonable. The first is that the legislature must be credited with some purpose in adding
a provision to the statute. It is submitted that unless interpreted as providing for an ex-
clusive method of abandoning the plan, the provision is without meaning. This is
strengthened by the second principle that powers of combination are not inherent to the
corporation but derive purely from statute. Thus, when the statute specifically sets forth
the manner in which these powers may be exercised, there is little rqom for implying
the existence of other corporate powers to effectuate the same end.
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Certificate of Consolidation or Merger
After approval of the plan by the board and shareholders of each con-
stituent corporation, a certificate of consolidation (or merger) must be signed
and verified on behalf of each constituent and filed with the Department of
State.40 It must contain: (1) the plan, and in the case of consolidation, any
information required to be included in a certificate of incorporation which was
not available at the time the plan was adopted by the board,41 (2) in the case
of a constituent corporation which has changed its name, the name under
which it was originally formed, (3) the date of filing of the certificate of
incorporation of each constituent, (4) as to each constituent, the number of
shares outstanding, the number entitled to vote and the number and designa-
tion of the outstanding shares of each clasi entitled to vote as a class, and
(5) the manner in which the consolidation (or merger) was authorized with
respect to each constituent corporation.42 A certified copy of the certificate
must then be filed with the clerk of each county in which the office of a
constituent corporation, other than -the surviving corporation in the case of
merger,43 is located and in each county within the state in which real property
of a constituent is situated.4
Effect of Filing Certificate
The merger or consolidation is deemed effected upon the filing of the
certificate with the Department of State or on an alternative date, no more
than 30 days after filing, specified in the certificate.45 The new or surviving
corporation shall thereupon possess all the rights, privileges, immunities, powers
and purposes of each of the constituent corporations. 46 All property, real or
personal, including subscriptions to shares, causes of action and every other
asset of each constituent, shall vest in the new or surviving corporation without
further act or deed.4 7 The new or surviving corporation is expressly made liable
for all of the liabilities, obligations or penalties of each constituent.48 The
consolidation (or merger) shall have no effect on any existing claim or cause
of action against any constituent corporation, shareholder, officer or director
40. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 904(a).
41. See text accompanying note 31 supra.
42. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 904(a). The information required to be included in the
certificate of consolidation is increased. The information required under the N.Y. Stock
Corp. Law § 86 is substantially that which is required for a certificate of incorporation
under the Business Corporation Law which, in addition, requires this techniial information.
43. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law 104(g) provides that the Department of State "shall make,
certify and transmit a copy of each such instrument to the clerk of the county in which
the office of the domestic or foreign corporation is and is to be lorated."
44. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 904(b). Cf. the filing requirement for the parent-subsidiary
merger, Section 905(d), which is limited to the latter "in the office of the official who is
the recording officer of each county . . . in which real property . . . is situated."
49. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(a). The alternative effective date is new.
46. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b)(1). Rewords N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 88.
47. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b)(2). Rewords N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 89.
48. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b)(3). Rewords N.Y. Stock Corp. Law §§ 89, 90.
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and no civil or criminal action pending against them shall abate or be dis-
continued. 49 The action may be enforced, prosecuted, settled or compromised
as if the consolidation (or merger) had not occurred or, in the alternative, the
new or surviving corporation may be substituted for the constituent.re
No other filing with the Department of State is required. In the case of
merger, the certificate of incorporation of the surviving corporation will be
automatically amended to the extent that changes in its certificate of incor-
poration are set forth in the plan of merger.51 In the case of a consolidation,
statements in the certificate of consolidation which are required or permitted
to be set forth in a certificate of incorporation will constitute the certificate
of incorporation of the new corporation.
52
Combination with Foreign Corporations
Article 9 continues virtually unchanged the existing authorization of
consolidation and merger, including parent-subsidiary merger, between domestic
and foreign corporations if such combinations are permitted by the laws of
the jurisdiction in which the foreign corporation is incorporated. 53 In such
cases, the domestic corporation is required to follow the procedures specified
in Article 9 for purely domestic consolidations and the foreign corporation must
comply with the law of the jurisdiction of its incorporation.5 If the new or
surviving corporation will be a domestic corporation, the certificate of merger
or consolidation must be filed with the Department of State with the same
effect as provided for mergers of domestic corporations.55 If the new or surviv-
ing corporation is to be formed under the laws of another jurisdiction, it must
comply with -the provisions relating to foreign corporations if it is to do business
49. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b) (3). Rewords N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 90 and adds
"officer" and "director."
50. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b)(3).
51. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 906(b)(4).
52. Ibid.
53. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907, simplifying N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 91. This concept
caused considerable difficulty for some early judges. See the dissenting opinion of Judge
Landon in People v. New York, C. & St. L. R. Co., 15 N.Y. Supp. 635, 642 (Sup. Ct.,
General Term, 3d Dep't 1891):
But it is also clear from the authorities that when a consolidation is effected of
corporations of different states, under the enabling statutes of different states,
no new corporation, as an entirety, is formed, but each constituent remains in
severalty, just as much the creature and creation df its parent state as it was
before the consolidation. The authorities upon this subject in the federal and
state courts appear to be uniform in the declaration of the result. . . . We are
not cited to any authority holding otherwise. The conclusion seems to result from
well-established principles. Every corporation is the creation of its own state, and
cannot exist outside of it. It may, by the comity of other states, transact business
or acquire property within them, but the entity or being which is created by law
cannot transport its body beyond the state whose law gives it existence and
sustains it. (Citations omitted.)
54. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907(b).
55. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law 8§ 907(b) and (f). See text accomyanying notes 45-50
supra.
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in this state. 6 Whether or not the corporation is to do business. in this state,
it must file with the Department of State a certificate containing: (1) the name
of the new or surviving corporation, (2) the date when the certificate of in-
corporation of each constituent domestic corporation and the application for
authority of each constituent foreign corporation were filed by the Department
of State,57 (3) an agreement that it may be served with process and designating
the Secretary of State as its agent for such service in any action in which
one of its constituents would be liable or to enforce the right of shareholders
of any domestic constituent to receive payment for their shares, and (4) an
agreement that it will promptly pay such shareholders the amount they are
entitled to receive for their shares.58 This certificate may not be filed without
the consent of the State Tax Commission to the merger or consolidation. 0
The effect of the merger or consolidation in such cases is the same as in the
case of domestic corporations except in so far as the law of the jurisdiction in
which the new or surviving corporation is incorporated provides otherwise.60
Right of Appraisal
It is well established that shareholders who dissent to an otherwise lawful
merger or consolidation are powerless to prevent it and are relegated to the
exclusive remedy of appraisal and payment for their shares.0 ' The Stock
Corporation Law preserved this right of appraisal to any stockholder not voting
in favor of the merger or consolidation except a shareholder of a constituent
corporation surviving the merger.62 Article 9 confers a more limited right of
appraisal on "any shareholder entitled to vote who does not assent. . . 03
56. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907(d) (1). See Article 13, Foreign Corporations, discussed
at p. 675 infra.
57. This is the only reference to the foreign corporation's authorization to do business
in this state as a possible condition to participation in a merger or consolidation. That
this is a requirement is unlikely. The language of the subsequent subsection, Section
907(d)(1)(C), implies that it is not required. Also, the definition of the term "foreign
corporation" in Section 102(a) (7) is not restricted to those authorized to do business in
the state. By implication this is not a requirement under the N.Y. Stock Corp. Law. E.g.,
Section 91(2) (a): "in the case of a corporation incorporated under the laws of another
state... if it is authorized to do business in this state, the date of its certificate of
authority."
58. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907(d).
59. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907(e).
60. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 907(f). See text accompanying notes 44-49 supra.
61. Anderson v. International Minerals & Chemical Corp., 295 N.Y. 343, 350, 67
N.E.2d 573, 576 (1946):
The remedy of appraisal and payment was intended to afford fair and just com-
pensation to the dissenters and at the same time provide the method by which
their objections could be fairly composed so as to enable the consolidation to
proceed. This is plainly one of the cases in which it was intended that rights of
the dissenting minority should be surrendered, subject only to their right, secured
by the statute, to fair and just compensation.
See also, Beloff v. Consol. Edison Co., 300 N.Y. 11, 87 N.E.2d 561 (1949).
62. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law §§ 85(7), 87, 91(7). Stockholders of the surviving cor-
poration are entitled to appraisal under certain conditions which are retained in Article 9.
See note 66 infra.
63. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 910(a) (1). See also, Application of Harwitz, 192 Misc. 91,
93, 80 N.Y.S.2d 570, 573 (Sup. Ct. 1948) construing "entitled to vote thereon" as
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It should be noted that the class of shareholders entitled to vote, and conse-
quently those entitled to appraisal, will be broader than that provided for
in the certificate of incorporation if the plan of merger or consolidation con-
tains any provision which, if contained in an amendment to the certificate of
incorporation, would confer voting rights on stock which is ordinarily non-
voting." The section specifically provides that no right of appraisal exists
for the benefit of a shareholder of a parent corporation in the case of a merger
with a subsidiary0 5 In the case of other mergers, a shareholder of the surviv-
ing corporation is entitled to appraisal only if the merger effects certain changes
in the class of shares which he holds. 6
The status of the rights of shareholders entitled to appraisal under the
present law but not entitled to vote on the plan of merger or consolidation
under Article 9, and consequently not eligible for appraisal, is difficult to
assess. There is some lower court authority to the effect that the statutory
authorization for merger, being a condition under which the investment in the
corporation was made, forms part of any contract between the shareholders
inter se and the corporation. 67 Thus, on this basis, shareholders subscribing
while the statute was in effect were held to have agreed to this as a corporate
power despite contrary statements in the certificate of incorporation. When
confronted with the question of the legislature's right to delete the statutory
requirement of shareholder authorization in the case of a parent-subsidiary
merger, however, the Court of Appeals held that this was not such a depriva-
tion of due process or interference with contractual rights as to render the
provision unconstitutional."8 The section was held applicable to corporations
formed and stock acquired prior to its enactment. 9 However, the justification
for this holding appears to have been that this was in reality a very slight
modification of the conditions under which the remaining shareholders held
their stock,70 the constitutional prohibitions against impairment of vested
property rights or of benefits derived from existing contracts operating only
to safeguard substantial rights and not an illusory advantage. 71 Elimination of
the right to appraisal in the non-parent-subsidiary situation is quite another
indicating "a dear legislative intent to confine ana limit the rights to appraisal under
section 20 [voluntary sale of corporate property] to voting stock only and as indicating
the exclusion of nonvoting shares."
64. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 903(a) (2). See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804 discussed at p.
634 supra.
65. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 910(a) (1) (A) (i).
66. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 910(a)(1)(ii), incorporating by reference § 806(b)(6).
67. Zobel v. American Locomotive Co., 182 Misc. 323, 44 N.Y.S.2d 33 (Sup. Ct.
1943). See also, In re Interborough Consol. Corp., 277 Fed. 455 (S.D.N.Y. 1921).
68. Beloff v. Consol. Edison Co., supra note 61.
69. Ibid.
70. The deletion only removed the requirement of shareholder authorization irr those
instances where the possessor corporation already held 95% of the stock, a figure well in
excess of the two thirds needed to approve the merger.
71. Alpren v. Cousol. Edison Co., 168 Misc. 381, 5 N.Y.S.2d 254 (Sup. Ct. 1938).
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matter and in view of the relatively higher value attributed to it by the courts 72
it is unlikely that an interpretation applying the provision at least to previously
acquired stock will be adopted.
While the language of the statute is unmistakably clear, the question
persists, did the legislature in fact intend to eliminate the right of appraisal
in this instance? The only evidence of the legislature's intent available at the
time of writing states: "This section . . . retains the right currently available
to dissenting shareholders to receive payment for their shares upon merger,
consolidation .... " (Emphasis added.) 78
Other Transactions Involving Corporate Assets
Among the general powers which a corporation may exercise under the
Business Corporation Law in furtherance of its corporate purposes is the power
to give guarantees and to issue its notes, bonds and other obligations which
may be secured by mortgage or pledge of all or any portion of its property.
7 4
It is also empowered to sell, convey, lease, exchange, transfer or otherwise
dispose of, or mortgage or pledge, all or any of its property or any interest
therein, wherever situated.75 These powers are subject to any limitations in
the certificate of incorporation or any statute.76
Guarantees
Under the Stock Corporation Law, a corporation has general power to
guarantee any obligation connected with or incidental to the exercise of its
corporate powers77 or when made in connection with the negotiation of an
obligation owned by it.78 By resolution of the board it may guarantee the
obligation of a corporation in which it owns a majority of the voting shares.70
Further, the shareholders, by a two thirds vote or by written consent of all
voting shareholders, may authorize any guarantee.80 The statute specifically is
not intended to deny, limit or restrict the powers of guarantee possessed by a
stock corporation at common law.81 It is an ultra-vires act for a corporation
72. Beloff v. Consol. Edison Co., supra note 60 at 19, 87 N.E.2d at 564:
It is fully as well settled that if the merger (or consolidation) is duly consum-
mated in accordance with the statutes, the remedy of 'appraisal and payment is
the only "one available to dissenting shareholders, and that such dissenters on such
an appraisal are entitled to receive fair and full compensation for all their rights;
. .. in short, the merged corporation's shareholder has only one real right; to
have the value of his holding protected, and that protection is given him by his
right to an appraisal ....
See also, Anderson v. International Minerals & Chemical Co., supra note 61.
73. Joint Legislative Committtee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws, Fifth
Interim Report, Revised Supp., Legis. Doc. No. 12, 185th Sess. 62 (1961).
74. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a) (7), discussed at p. 626 supra.
75. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202 (a) (5), discussed at p. 624 supra.
76. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a).
77. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 19(a).
78. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 19(b).
79. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 19(c).
80.. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 19(d).
81. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 19.
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to enter a contract of guarantee not in furtherance of its business if it does
not have express statutory authority to do so,8 2 although the corporation will
be estopped from raising ultra-vires defensively when it has reaped all the.
profits from its guarantee8 3 With such a broad grant of power, ultra-vires
would seem to be a minor problem. Nevertheless, it does occur when the
guarantee does not specifically fall within one of the four categories listed
above.
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Under Article 9, the ultra-vires problem is further minimized. Section 908
provides simply: "A guarantee may be given by a corporation, although not
in furtherance of its corporate purposes, when such guarantee is authorized
at a meeting of shareholders by vote of the holders of two-thirds of all out-
standing shares entitled to vote thereon." Substantively, the provision appears
to effect a slight broadening of the general power of the corporation to give a
guarantee without shareholder authorization. The previous test, permitting
such guarantees "in connection with, and incidental to" the corporate purpose,
has been interpreted in conjunction with the former statutory language per-
taining to mergers of corporations authorized to engage in business "similar or
incidental to" that of the parent,8 5 and has been held to impose a less stringent
limitation of corporate powers, it being sufficient that the corporation whose
obligation was guaranteed was engaged in the same general line of business 8,
The Business Corporation Law dispenses with these essentially out-moded
concepts in favor of a broad authorization to make such guarantees provided
only that if the guarantee is not in furtherance of the corporate purposes it
mut be authorized by two thirds of the shareholders.
Mortgage or Pledge of Assets
At common law a corporate mortgage was valid without the consent of
the shareholders8 7 Since 1909, however, there has been elaborate statutory
provision regulating such mortgages in New York.88 The Stock Corporation
Law empowered a corporation "to borrow money and contract debts, when
necessary for the transaction of its business, or for the exercise of its corporate
rights .. .or for any other lawful purpose of its incorporation; and it may
... mortgage its property and franchises to secure the payment of such obliga-
tions .... ."89 In all cases other than a purchase money mortgage, the holders
82. C. F. Harms Co. v. Leonhard Michel Brewing Co., 228 N.Y. 263, 126 N.E. 705
(1920); Appleton v. Citizens Cent. Nat. Bank, 190 N.Y. 417, 83 N.E. 470 (1908).
83. Higgins v. Hocking Valley R. Co., 188 App. Div. 684, 177 N.Y. Supp. 444 (1st
Dep't 1919).
84. Rusch & Co. v. Syndicate First Corp., 7 Misc. 2d 198, 155 N.Y.S.2d 369 (Sup. Ct.
1956).
85. See text accompanying notes 15-17 supra.
86. Nurick v. Baker, - Misc. -, 14 N.Y.S.2d 503 (Sup. Ct. 1939).
87. Reconstruction Finance Corp. v. Eastern Terra Cotta Realty Corp., 266 App. Div.
148, 41 N.Y.S.2d 569 (2d Dep't 1943).
88. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1909, ch. 61.
89. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 16.
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of two thirds of the stock entitled to vote were required to consent in writing
or at a meeting of shareholders called for that purpose and a certificate of such
consent was required to be filed in each county where the mortgage was filedY0
Article 9 reinstates the common law rule in these terms. "The board may
authorize any mortgage or pledge of all or any part of the assets of a cor-
poration. Unless the certificate of incorporation provides otherwise, no vote
or consent of shareholders shall be required to authorize such action by the
board."' Implicit in this provision is the qualification common to all cor-
porate powers that they must be exercised "in furtherance of its corporate
purposes."
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Sale, Lease, Exchange or Other Disposition of Assets
Under the Business Corporation Law a corporation is empowered to sell,
convey, lease, exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of its property or any
interest therein in furtherance of its corporate purposes.9 3 Whenever the
transaction involves all or substantially all of the corporate assets.and is not
one in the usual or regular course of the business actually conducted by the
corporation, it must be authorized as prescribed by statute.9 4
Of some significance is the apparent elimination of the requirement of
shareholder authorization for transactions not necessarily involving "all or
substantially all" of the corporate property but still transferring an integral
part thereof essential to the conduct of the business of the corporation. A
word of caution is in order here, however. Under the Stock Corporation Law,
shareliolder authorization is required if the transfer "involves all or sub-
stantially all of its property . . . or an integral part thereof essential to the
conduct of the business of the corporation. . .. ,,95 Thus the phrase "all or
substantially all" is accorded a specific meaning not embracing the latter
situation. The Business Corporation Law, despite the identity of language,
is not simply a re-enactment of the Stock Corporation Law with this latter
provision deleted. Rather, it is an adaptation of the Model Act 0 which un-
fortunately appears to use the identical language somewhat more broadly.9 7
90. Ibid.
91. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 911.
92. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(a). See also, Fifth Interim Report, supra note 73
at 63: "Any extreme or unusual exercise of such authority. will, however, have to be
justified by the board as the implementation of a proper corporate purpose."
93. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 202(c) (5).
94. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909(a).
95. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 20.
96. Fifth Interim Report, supra note 73 at 62: "the clause, 'or an integral part
thereof essential to the conduct of the business of the corporation,' found in Stk. Corp. L.
§ 20, has been eliminated and the Model Act formulation 'all or substantially all' has been
adopted....2
97. As illustrative of what constitutes "all or substantially all" of the corporate assets,
the Model Act cites Klopot v. Northrup, 131 Conn. 14, 37 A.2d 700, 704 (Sup. Ct. of
Errors 1944) wherein it was stated:
[The statute] clearly applies only to the sale, lease or exchange by a corporation
of 'all its property and assets,' and this language is emphasized by the addition
of the words 'including its good will and franchises.' In this case, not only was
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Thus the legislative intent implicit in the deletion of this latter phrase is decep-'
tive and may well be less drastic than a face value comparison of the old and
new statutes would indicate. There may, therefore, be- room for a court, by
interpreting this phrase more broadly, to extend protection to shareholders
against a transaction the potential effect of which could be as costly to their
interests as a transfer of "all or substantially all" of the assets.
In contrast, the shareholders' protection is extended by adoption of the
requirement -of authorization for transfers not in the regular course of the
business actually conducted by the corporation. This is a reaction to the
decision of the Court of Appeals in Eisen v. Post where the business actually
conducted by the corporation was an ultra-vires activity in terms of the purpose
clause of its certificate of incorporation. 98 Consequently, thl transfer of its sole
asset, although not one in the ordinary course of the business actually conducted,
fell within the ordinary course of the business for which the corporation had
been set up. In determining whether or not shareholder authorization was
required, the court looked only to the certificate of incorporation. Under
Article 9 the test is reversed and regardless of the terms of the certificate of
incorporation, if the transfer is not in the regular course of the business in
which the corporation is in fact engaged, it must be authorized by the share-
holders.99
The case law has set forth various criteria for determining whether a
transfer is in the ordinary course of business and the Revisers' Notes indicate
that these tests remain unchanged.100 While the amount involved may be indica-
tive of what in fact was transferred;101 it is not controlling and the courts
will look to the nature of the transaction.' 0 2 If it is not a sale over the counter
or on the road but, rather, a sale of the business assets, including the goodwill,
pertaining to an important phase of the business so that one of the powers
conferred by the certificate of incorporation is effectively parted with, it is not
in the ordinary course of business.'0I If the sale was a business necessity to
the transferor, perhaps because of lack of capital to continue it himself, it is
generally not in the regular course of business. 04 If as a result of the sale the
transferor is out of business pro tanto, it must be authorized by the share-
holders.' 0 5
Under Article 9, the board must first approve the proposed transfer and
direct its submission to a vote of the shareholders.10 6 Notice of meeting must
there no sale of all the property ... but ... the assets sold ... did not
constitute such an integral part of the business ... as to be essential to it ....
98. 3 N.Y.2d 518, 169 N.Y.S.2d 15 (1957).
99. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909(a).
100. Fifth Interim Report, supra note 73 at 62.
101. In re Timmis, 200 N.Y. 177, 93 N.E. 522 (1910).
102. In re Miglietta, 287 N.Y. 246, 39 N.E.2d 224 (1942).
103. In re "Timmis, supra note 101.
104. Ibid.
105. Ibid.
106. N.Y. Bus. Coip. Law § 909(a)(1).
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be given to each shareholder whether or not entitled to vote.10 7 The share-
holders, by vote of the holders of two thirds of the voting shares, must
authorize the transfer and they may fix, or authorize the board to fix, any of
the terms and conditions of the transfer or the consideration to be received.' 08
The consideration may consist of cash or real or personal property including
shares, bonds, or other securities of any other domestic or foreign corpora-
tions.'0 9 Notwithstanding shareholder authorization, the board may abandon
the transaction without further action by the shareholders, subject to any
rights of third parties."i0
It is not entirely clear why notice of the meeting must be given to each
stockholder of record whether or not entitled to vote. The Revisers' Notes
indicate that this section is an adaptation of Section 72 of the Model Act
which confers the right to vote in such cases upon each outstanding shareholder
regardless of provisions to the contrary in the certificate of incorporation."'
-As adapted, however, this provision confers a more limited right to vote on
the question of authorization of such an exchange. There may be some instances
where, because the terms of the transaction may effect a substantial change
in the relative rights of all the stockholders, the right to vote conferred by
the statute is inadequate. For example, the statute envisages the transfer of
substantially all of the assets of the corporation, including goodwill and even
its corporate name, to a new corporation in exchange for stock of the trans-
feree. In such a case, the transferor corporation, unless it elects to continue
under a new name, must dissolve within thirty days."12 The consequent dis-
tribution of stock of the new corporation to the shareholders of the dissolved
corporation under these circumstances could effectuate an alteration of the
relative rights of these shareholders, such as preemptive rights or voting rights.
If such realignment were effected by means of an amendment to the certificate
of incorporation, it could only be done by a two thirds vote of all of the share-
holders. 1 3 In view of the extremely liberal powers of sale and exchange con-
ferred by this provision, there may exist, therefore, situations such as this
which should-properly be submitted to a vote of all of the shareholders. The
statute, however, does not contain the procedural mechanism covering such
a situation. There is no provision expressly extending the right to vote in
this case nor is there a reference, express or implied, to another section dealing
with voting rights. 14
107. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909(a) (2). See Section 605 prescribing the procedure
for issuing notices of meetings to shareholders.
108. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909 (a) (3).
109. Ibid.
110. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909(c).
111. Fifth Interim Report, supra note 73 at 61.
112. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 909(b).
113. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 804.
114. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law. Cf. § 903(a) (2):
Notwithstanding any provision in the certificate of incorporation, the holders of
shares of a class or series shall be entitled to vote and to vote as a class if the plan
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A specific extension of the right to vote to all shareholders when the
transaction will impinge basic relationships in the enterprise might well be
highly desirable. This becomes especially clear when it is considered that the
right of a dissenting shareholder to appraisal and payment for his interest is
available only to those shareholders entitled to vote on the transaction.1 5 From
the viewpoint of the dissenting minority shareholder, a sale of all of the cor-
porate assets in exchange for securities of the transferee is virtually indistin-
guishable from a consolidation or merger. Yet, under the latter procedure he
would be entitled to voting and appraisal rights whereas under the former he
would not. 1 6 Thus, in the very instances when the right to vote contra and
to have their shares appraised is most crucial to the minority, the majority
has it in their power, by electing to proceed by way of a sale rather than a
merger, to nullify this right.117 The right so specifically conferred by the provi-
sions governing merger and consolidation is, then, to some extent rendered
illusory by this alternative procedure.
CORPORATE DISSOLUTION
The no-man's land of corporate dissolution has been as deftly treated
in the act as have other previously confused and confusing areas. The method
is to clearly define in simplified terms two distinct paths leading to the same
goal. Although Articles 10 and 11 are entitled "Non-judicial Dissolution" and
"Judicial Dissolution" respectively, another apt description might have been,
voluntary and involuntary dissolution. This is because Article 10 spells out
the manner in which a dissolution authorized by two thirds of the shareholders
or under a provision in the certificate of incorporation is effected. And Article
11 encompasses the procedure for dissolutions directed by the court in response
to an action by the Attorney General for judicial dissolution or shareholders'
or directors' petitions.
The two complex sections on non-judicial dissolution in the Stock Corpo-
ration Law' have been broken down into the nine short and rather simple
sections of Article 10. This article first provides that where there are shareholders
of record dissolution shall be authorized at a meeting of shareholders by a two
thirds vote.2 In addition, the act supplies -the possibility .of authorization of
of merger or consolidation contains any provision which, if contained in an amend-
ment to the certificate of incorporation, would entitle the holders of shares of
such dass or series to vote ....
115. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 910(a) (1).
116. Assuming an instance where the relative interests of the shareholders are so
affected as to bring it within Section 903(a)(2), supra note 114.
117. Putting aside other considerations such as tax consequences which would bear
on the choice of procedure and confining the consideration to the case of a majority con-
fronted with a strongly dissident minority.
1. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law §§ 105, 106.
2. N.Y.. Bus. Corp. Law § 1001. This continues the provision of N.Y. Stock Corp.
Law § 105(4) (c).
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dissolution by unanimous written consent without a meeting. 3 Where there
are no shareholders of record, authorization by written consent of a majority
in interest of the subscribers for shares whose subscriptions have been accepted
or by the incorporator or a majority of the incorporators is possible. 4 This
contrasts with the presently required consent of all incorporators and all sub-
scribers for shares.5
As an additional procedure for situations that may arise in closely held
corporations, there is statutory recognition of the validity of an agreement that
any shareholder, or the holders of any specified proportion of shares, may en-
force dissolution at will or upon the occurrence of a specified event.0 Since
such a provision must be in the certificate of incorporation either originally
or by unanimous shareholder consent,7 its use' would probably be feasible only
in close corporations and the anticipated condition would normally be a state
of deadlock or dissension. The right to enforce dissolution of a closely held
corporation is thus similar to the right of a partner to enforce dissolution of
a partnership.
Dissolution having been authorized, the next order of business is a
certificate of dissolution. The act here recasts existing provisions.5 The only
change made is that certain facts formerly required to be stated in an officer's
affidavit annexed to the certificate of dissolution must now be set forth in the
certificate itself and the certificate is to be verified by an officer. This is a
change made uniformly throughout the act with respect to certificates to be
filed by the Department of State.1 0 The Department of State itself may not file
the certificate of dissolution unless the consent of the state tax commission to
the dissolution is attached thereto." Ultimately when the certificate is filed,
the corporation is considered dissolved.' 2 This departs from the practice under
existing law which does not definitely state that the effective time of dissolu-
tion is when the certificate is filed.' 3 Rather, the corporation continues in a
mystical state of limbo for the purpose of liquidation until the directors file
a certificate of termination of corporate existence in the appropriate county
clerk's office.' 4 Administrative procedure has also been simplified. After filing
the certificate of dissolution submitted by the corporation, the Secretary of
State presently makes his own certificate that the first certificate of dissolution
3. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 615(a).
4. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 615(c).
S. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(4) (a),(b).
6. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1002.
7. Ibid.
8. The new provisions are derived from N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(1)-(4).
9. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1003.
10. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 104.
11. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1004. This adopts- the provision of N.Y. Stock Corp. Law
§ 105(6).
12. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1004.
13. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(7).
14. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105 (11).
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has been filed and then mails one copy of his certificate to the county clerk.' 5
This practice is abandoned and the act's uniform practice, after filing, sub-
stituted. That is, Section 104(g) applies and the Department of State trans-
mits a certified copy of the certificate of dissolution to the county clerk.
What is the procedure after dissolution? The act states quite simply that
"the corporation shall carry on no business except for the purpose of winding
up its affairs. The corporation shall proceed to wind up its affairs, with power
to fulfill or discharge its contracts, collect its assets, sell its assets for cash at
public or private sale, discharge or pay its liabilities, and do all other acts
appropriate to, liquidate its business."'16 After paying or providing for its
liabilities, 17 the corporation, if authorized at a meeting of shareholders by a
vote of the holders of a majority of outstanding shares entitled to vote thereon,
may sell all or a part of its remaining assets for shares, bonds or other securi-
ties and distribute them among the shareholders according to their respective
rights.'8 It may also sell its remaining assets partly for cash and partly for
shares, bonds or other securities.' 9 In these cases, where the sale is for a
consideration wholly or partly not cash, dissenting shareholders have the right
of appraisal and to receive payment for their shares.2 0 Payment in this case,
however, is not made by "the stockholders consenting to such sale," 2' but by
the corporation. 22
A new feature of the act provides that after dissolution in the case where
there are no shareholders, all stock subscriptions shall be cancelled, and all
obligations of the corporation to issue shares or of the subscribers to pay their
subscriptions shall terminate. 23 This provision, however, clearly excepts any
payments by subscribers necessary to enable the corporation - to pay its liabili-
ties. A further provision requires the payment. to the state comptroller as
abandoned property any assets distributable to creditors or shareholders who
are unknown, under disabilities, cannot be found or for whom there are no
legal representatives.
2 4
With these few provisions, some new, some old, the act ties into a neat,
manageable bundle the procedural treatment of corporate assets after dissolu-
tion. In stark contrast, a few additional words open a potential Pandora's box
of problems. In winding up the corporate affairs, "the directors of a dissolved
corporation shall not be deemed to be trustees of its assets; title to such
15. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(7).
16. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1005(a)(1),(2).
17. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1005(a) (2).
18. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1005(a) (3) (A).
19. Ibid.
20. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law:. § 1005(a) (3) (A) provides for the application, in such a
case, of Section 623, entitled Procedure to enforce shareholder's right to receive payment
for shares.
21. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(9).
22. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 623 (h) (8).
23. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1005(b).
24. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1005(c).
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assets shall not vest in them, but shall remain in the corporation until
transferred by it in its corporate name.' 'm As previously indicated, under
existing law the mere filing of a certificate of dissolution does not fully dissolve
an existing corporation.2 6 It must first lawfully dispose of its assets and do all
other acts required to adjust and wind up its business and affairs. 27 The
question has been posited whether the mere act of filing, however, is an act
of bankruptcy where the corporation is insolvent2 8 At least one case, a
federal district court decision, construing the Stock Corporation Law, has
held that "the filing . . resulted in the appointment of the directors as
trustees to liquidate the corporation to the same extent as if the petition named
them as such in haec verba ... ."2 The court concluded that, under the
Bankruptcy Act, to procure, permit or suffer voluntarily the appointment
of such trustees was an act of bankruptcy. Does the new act effect a means
of defeating the exclusive jurisdiction of the bankruptcy courts? Would it
enable directors whose administration brought a corporation to its insolvent
plight to take charge of the corporate assets and their distribution to the ex-
clusion of creditors and deny the latter the right to select their own trustee?
On one occasion the United States Supreme Court said that "the operation
of the bankruptcy laws of the United States cannot be defeated by insolvent
commercial corporations applying to be wound up under state statutes."30
If such generalities can forestall an incipient clash of federal and state law then
the fears voiced may be groundless. However, the battle continues and the
parties are not merely spectoral figures.
A further question is raised by the unequivocal statement that the
directors of a dissolved corporation are not to be deemed trustees of its assets.3'
Normally an action to recover corporate assets allegedly wrongfully distributed
in a voluntary dissolution of a corporation is governed by the six-year statute
of limitations whether brought in the name of the dissolved corporation or by
an allegedly aggrieved shareholder. 32 In a recent case, plaintiffs, alleging a
nonratable distribution of assets by the directors, brought an action for
accounting against the directors. It was held that the statute of limitations did
not begin to run in favor of the directors, who continue after dissolution as
25. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1006(a) (1).
26. Supra note 13.
27. Feneck v. Murdock, 16 Misc. 2d 789, 181 N.Y.S.2d 441 (Sup. Ct. 1958).
28. In re Bonnie Classics, Inc., 116 F. Supp. 646 (S.D.N.Y. 1953).
29. Id. at 648.
30. In re Watts & Sachs, 190 U.S. 1, 27 (1902).
31. Presently it is considered that funds which come into the hands of the directors
of a dissolved corporation after dissolution are impressed with a trust in favor, first of
creditors, second of shareholders, 0. G. Orr & Co. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 235 App. Div. 1,
256 N.Y. Supp. 79 (3d Dep't 1932); Colburn v. Geneva Nursery Co., 29 N.Y.S.2d 892
(Sup. Ct. 1941). And generally, the directors hold the property of a dissolved corporation
as trustees for creditors and shareholders. Bank of New York v. Kennedy, 183 Misc. 819,
54 N.Y.S.2d 122 (Sup. Ct. 1944).
32. In re Baldwin Trading Corp, 2 Misc. 2d 698, 151 N.Y.S.2d 964 (Sup. CL 1959)
rev'd on other grounds, 8 A.D.2d 968, 190 N.Y.S.2d 949 (2d Dep't 1959).
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trustees, unless and until the trust is terminated, and hence the usual equitable
ten-year limitation period is applicable to such a proceeding. 33 What limitation
period will prevail under the new act? It should be noted that the presently
available action for accounting, in kaec verba, has been omitted from the new
law. This omission, and the explicit disavowal of the impression of a trust
on the corporate assets in the hands of the directors, indicates that the six-year
period will be uniformly applied.
The act continues by describing the nature of the corporate action which
may be taken after dissolution. In winding up the affairs of the dissolved cor-
poration, the directors, officers and shareholders, as well as the corporation
itself, may continue to function in the same manner as if the dissolution had
not taken place, "except as otherwise provided. . ."34 Generally the pro-
visions of present law are carried forward, including the 1958 amendment to
the Stock Corporation Law as to participation in arbitration after dissolution
3 5
With certain exceptions "the dissolution of a corporation shall not affect any
remedy available to or against such corporation, its directors, officers or
shareholders for any right or claim existing or any liability incurred before
such dissolution. . ... ,36 This reenacts the similar portions of sections of the
Stock Corporation Law3 7 and in form is based upon Section 98 of the Model
Business Corporation Act. It contrasts sharply, however, with its counterpart
in the Model Act in its spareness of style. Verbiage here, as throughout the
new act, is carefully pared away without impairing the provision's efficacy.
Provisions for notice to creditors and the filing and barring of claims are
continued in the act with some significant changes in language. The notice
to creditors may be given "at any time after dissolution"38 rather than "at
any time after three years from the filing of the certificate." 39 The notice
given must allow "not . . . less than six months 4 ° for filing claims rather
than "not less than forty days."41 Thus, the fact that notice may be given
to creditors immediately after dissolution is compensated for by the increase in
the time allotted for filing of claims. There is also the possibility that the court
may exercise its authority to allow the claims of late-filing creditors who can
show satisfactory reason for the failure to file within the allotted time.4
In respect to the barring of certain types of claims, the new act makes it
quite clear that unliquidated and contingent claims have been included with
33. In re Baldwin Trading Corp., 8 N.Y.2d 44, 202 N.V.S.2d 312 (1960).
34. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1006(a).
35. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1006(a) (4) includes the amendment of N.Y. Stock Corp.
Law § 105(g).
36. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1006(b).
37. See N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(8),(10),(12).
38. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1007(a).
39. -N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 105(10).
40. Supra note 38.
41. Supra note 39.
42. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1007(b).
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those that will be barred if not presented within the stipulated period.43
Other new language provides that a claim filed by the trustee or paying agent
for the holders of bonds or coupons has the same effect as if filed by the holder
of such bonds or coupons himself.44 Finally, interjected in the claims provisions
is language previously found in the law but in a different context. Laborers'
wages are deemed preferred claims and entitled to payment before any other
creditors out of the assets of the corporation in excess of valid prior liens or
encumbrances. 4 5 Thus the act explicitly gives priority to a type of claim against
the corporation similar to the priority enjoyed by the broader category of
wage claims under the Bankruptcy Act. 46
Although Article 10 is entitled "Non-judicial Dissolution,'? judicial super-
vision of the liquidation is easily availed of. The supreme court in the judicial
district where the office of the corporation was located at the date of its
dissolution may, upon proper petition, supervise the liquidation and make
all orders it deems proper in connection with winding up the affairs of the
corporation.4 7 Although a similar provision is to be found in the current law,
there are significant innovations.4 8 The corporation itself has been added as a
possible petitioner to protect the orderly liquidation of the corporation from
a multitude of suits by creditors or dissatisfied shareholders, particularly where
the assets may be insufficient to discharge all claims 4 9 Moreover, while the
extant law allows such a petition by the "surviving directors or a majority of
them," -50 the act permits a petition by even a single director, officer, claimant,
subscriber for shares or incorporator.51 Further illustrative of the scope of the
supreme court's supervisory power is its authority to make orders respecting
the liability of directors, officers, shareholders or subscribers for shares to
the corporation or for the liabilities of the corporation.52 Too, the injunction
provisions of Article 11 are incorporated into Article 10 and the supreme court
may: (1) enjoin any business other than that incident to liquidation; (2)
enjoin any collection, payment or distribution of funds except on court order;
or (3) enjoin actions by creditors during liquidation.
5 3
Although generally any orders of the supreme court issued in connection
with its supervision of the liquidation may be entered ex parte, if the proceeding
was instituted by a party other than the corporation, notice must be given to
43. Supra note 38.
44. Supra note 42.
45. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1007(d). Similar language may be found in N.Y. Stock
Corp. Law § 15.
46. 11 U.S.C. § 104 (1958).
47. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1008(a).
48. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 106.
49. Supra note 47.
50. Supra note 48.
51. Supra note 47.
52. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1008(a) (4).
53. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1008(a) (8) incorporates by reference the provisions found
in the new Law, § 1115.
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the corporation.5 There are also broad provisions for notice of any hearings
and of the entry of any orders to be given in the court's discretion to interested
persons.
55
Article 10 concludes by making certain of its sections concerning the
procedure after dissolution applicable to a corporation dissolved by expiration
of its period of duration or under Section 203(a) of the Tax Law.
56 This is
merely a condensation of the subsisting law.57 However, the same sections are
now also made applicable to judicial dissolution under Article 11.
58
Some of the causes for dissolution at the suit of the Attorney General
specified in the General Corporation Law have, after careful consideration, been
omitted from Article 11, entitled "Judicial Dissolution." For example, the
Attorney General could bring an action to dissolve a corporation when it had
not organized and commenced business within two years after incorporation.
59
However, the Tax Law provides substantial alternative remedies. A corporation
which has not filed reports or paid taxes for three consecutive years can be
declared dissolved by the Secretary of State. 60  Moreover, the Attorney
General is authorized to bring an action to collect delinquent taxes, and-
he may bring action to forfeit the charter of a corporation that has intention-
ally failed to file a report or pay taxes.61 Also omitted as grounds for an
action by the Attorney General for dissolution are that the corporation has
remained insolvent for at least a year, has neglected to pay its debts or has
suspended business for a year.62 These last-mentioned grounds have been
deleted from the law because there is no public interest in an insolvent private
business corporation subject to the act as distinguished from an insurance,
banking or public service corporation. 63 But creditors and shareholders of
such a corporation are not callously set adrift to chart their own course. A
judgmqnt creditor who has the misfortune of seeing an execution returned
wholly or partly unsatisfied may maintain an action to procure a judgment
sequestrating the property of the corporation and providing for a distribution
thereof.64 Shareholders of corporations in apparently dire straits may turn for
consolation to the new act and will find that they can petition for a judicial
dissolution upon adopting a resolution stating that they find the corporations
i
assets are inadequate to discharge its liabilities.
65 In addition, shareholders
of corporations which may have suspended operations because of deadlock or
54. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1008(b).
55. Ibid.
56. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1009.
57. The first paragraph'of N.Y: Stock Corp. Law § 106 is condensed.
58. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1117.
59. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 91.
60. N.Y. Tax Law § 203-a.
61. N.Y. Tax Law §§ 216, 203.
62. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 71.
63. Joint Legislative Committee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws, Fifth
Interim Report, Legis. Doc. No. 12, 185th Sess. 75 (1961).
64. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1201.
65. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1103(a).
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dissension may find succor in a provision of the new act permitting a share-
holders' petition for judicial dissolution on a number of grounds indicating
internal dissent and strife. 66
Two further omissions round out the parade. The General Corporation Law
requires the Attorney General to bring an action to dissolve a corporation that
procured its formation through fraudulent misrepresentation or concealment of
a material fact "whenever directed by the legislature"; 67 such an action is now
completely discretionary with the Attorney General.68 Finally, the Attorney
General is no longer required to first petition the court for leave to bring any
of the authorized actions. 69
Contrary to any impression which may have been gained so far, the Attorney
General's authority to bring dissolution actions has not been emasculated.
Section 403 generally authorizes the Attorney General to maintain an action or
a special proceeding to annul or dissolve corporations under Article 11, and to
enjoin persons from acting as a corporation within the state without being duly
incorporated. He may also sue for the dissolution of a corporation that has
procured its formation through fraudulent misrepresentation or concealment of
a material fact, exceeded its authority under law, abused its powers contrary
to public policy, violated any law causing it to forfeit its charter, or con-
ducted its business in a persistently fraudulent or illegal manner. 70 Section
109(d) continues the general authority which he has under present law in
connection with any proposed action against a corporation, to take proof and
make a determination of the relevant facts. Cautiously, Article 11 preserves
all provisions for dissolution by the Attorney General which are found else-
where in the act itself or in other statutes.
Article 11 has instituted a comprehensive plan for judicial dissolution
upon application by various types of applicants. As already indicated, the
Attorney General may petition upon certain specified grounds. The directors
of a corporation may petition for judicial dissolution if a majority of the board
of directors adopts a resolution that finds that the assets of the corporation are
inadequate to discharge corporate liabilities or that a dissolution will be bene-
ficial to the shareholders.7 1 This provision has its counterpart in present law
and no substantial change is evident.72 A majority of the shareholders (who
need not ask the directors to act) may petition either on the grounds that
the shareholders find that the corporate assets are insufficient to discharge the
corporation's liabilities, or that they deem a dissolution to be beneficial to
the shareholders. 3 These grounds are obviously identical to those which the
66. Ibid.
67. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 90.
68. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1101(a) (1).
69. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 91, 92.
70. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1101 (a) (1),(2).
71. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1102.
72. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 101.
73. Supra note 65.
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directors may petition for judicial dissolution. The reason for this duplication
is evident upon inspecting the present statute from which these grounds are
derived. The General Corporation Law made it a duty of the -directors to
petition when so directed by the holders of a majority of the shares entitled
to vote.7 4 Under Article 11, shareholders may file the petition themselves after
they have adopted a resolution finding either of the stated grounds. Addition-
ally, since the act provides for petitioning directly by the shareholders, pro-
vision has been made permitting the holders of ten percent of the shares (or
such lesser proportion if the certificate of incorporation so provides) to call
a meeting to consider a proposal for dissolution.75 However, such a meeting
may not be called more often than once in any period of twelve consecutive
months.7 6
Under Article 10, there can be a dissolution without judicial proceedings
if authorized by a vote of the holders of two thirds of the shares.77 This con-
trasts with Article 11 which requires only a majority of shares -entitled to
vote.78 Assuming that a two thirds vote required by Article 10 cannot be
obtained, it is reasonable and desirable that the. holders of a majority of the
shares should be able to present the question of dissolution to a court by
petition, as under existing law. Here too, the certificate of incorporation may
contain provisions varying the vote required to pass a resolution seeking
judicial dissolution. 9 But the certificate of incorporation may only require
that the required vote be more, not less, than a majority.8 To expressly
validate the foregoing changes from what would otherwise be the so-called
statutory "norms," conforming provisions have been very carefully inserted
in the appropriate sections.8 -
Continuing the thoroughgoing plan for judicial dissolution, the holders
of fifty percent of the shares of the corporation may petition the court for
dissolution in case of deadlock among directors or shareholders.8 2 The grounds
for dissolution in either case have been consolidated and stated only once. A
petition may be presented when the directors are so divided on the manage-
ment of the corporation's affairs that the votes required for action by the
board cannot be obtained.8 3 Likewise, when the shareholders are so divided
that the votes required for election of directors cannot be secured,84 or the
dissension between factions of shareholders is so great that dissolution would
74.. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 102.
75. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1103(b).
76. Ibid.
77. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1001.
78. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1103(c).
79. Ibid.
80. Supra note 78.
81. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 402(b), 601(b), 613, 701.
82. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(a).
83. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(a) (1).
84. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(a) (2).
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be beneficial to the shareholders, a petition may be presented.85 It is made
clear that dissension between factions of shareholders, especially in small or
close corporations, which makes continued association unworkable and the
continuance of the corporate business no longer advantageous to the share-
holders, is also a reasonable ground for dissolution.86 This is a wholly new
provision since the General Corporation Law provides for dissolution only
where deadlock existed in the management of the corporate affairs by the
directors, or where the shareholders votes were so divided that a board of
directors could not be elected.8 7 Thus the act appears to broaden considerably
the circumstances under which dissolution may be had.
Case law construing the existing statutory remedies in these difficult
situations reveals the reluctance of the courts to require dissolution even in
cases of deadlock among directors.88 If the corporation has been flourishing,
the courts have been disinclined to order dissolution by reasoning that'in such
cases dissolution would not benefit the shareholders.89 However, the appli-
cation of this dubious reasoning to cases where dissolution is sought under
Article 11 is clearly precluded. In deciding whether to dissolve the corporation
the court is mandated to consider, in a special proceeding brought by directors
or shareholders, whether the dissolution would be beneficial to the share-
holders,90 but dissolution is not to be denied merely because it is found that
the corporate business has been or could be conducted at a profit.91 The
shift in emphasis wrought by the new act is apparent upon examining the
construction by the courts of the present provisions. General Corporation Law,
Section 117, which applies only to proceedings brought by directors or share-
holders, provides that "if it shall appear . . . that a dissolution will be
beneficial to the stockholders and not injurious to the public, the court must
make a final order dissolving the corporation. . . ." This invited the courts
to stress the fact that a corporation was operating profitably and that there
was thus a public interest in the continuance of the corporate business.
92
Since the new act applies only to business corporations, it is arguable that
85. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(a) (3).
86. Ibid.
87. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 103.
88. E.g., In re Seamerlin Operating Co., 307 N.Y. 407, 121 N.E. 392 (1954).
89. In re Random & Neidorff, 307 N.Y. 1, 119 N.E.2d 563 (1954), reversing 282 App.
Div. 854, 124 N.Y.S.2d 424 (1st Dep't 1953) concerned a petition for dissolution of a
prosperous and solvent corporation by one of its two stockholders on the grounds that a
deadlock existed. The Court asserted that while General Corporation Law, Section 103
describes the situations in which dissolution may be petitioned for, it does not mandate
the granting of such relief in every case. The Court denied relief after concluding, in part,
that the corporation was not sick, but flourishing. A similar result was reached in In
Application of George W. Anderson, Inc., 104 N.Y.S.2d 184 (Sup. Ct. 1951) where, al-
though deadlock existed among the stockholders, the court could not perceive how dis-
solution could be beneficial to the interests of the shareholders of the two going concerns
involved.
90. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1111(a)(2).
91. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1111(a) (3).
92. Supra notes 88, 89.
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in the overwhelming majority of cases likely to arise neither a public interest
nor the profitableness of the business should override the interests of the
shareholders, particularly in cases of deadlock and dissension. This argument
is less weighty where a large, publicly-held corporation is concerned, since then
the public interest may conceivably outweigh all other considerations. These
cases excepted, the courts need not fear to exercise their discretion to insure
fairness to all shareholders.
Judicial dissolution may be had in two more instances. More than one third
of the shareholders may petition the court if the certificate of incorporation
requires a proportion of votes of the board of directors, or of the shareholders
for the election of directors, greater than that otherwise required by the act.9
3
This clarifies the formula presently required under the General Corporation
Law.94 Lastly, any shareholder may present a petition if the shareholders
are so divided that for two consecutive annual meeting dates they have been
unable to elect directors.95 This entirely new provision is in keeping with the
overall scheme of the article to facilitate the invocation of the court's aid
where the hopelessness of a deadlock is indicated. In deciding whether to
dissolve the corporation in these last two cases, the court must apply the same
criteria which are applied to petitions brought by shareholders and directors
in the aforementioned cases. Thus, the benefit to the shareholders of a dis-
solution is of primary importance, and dissolution must not be denied merely
because of the profitableness of the business involved.
What is the procedure in dissolution under Article 11? The-petition must
specify the section or sections of Article 11 under which it is authorized and
the reasons why the corporation should be dissolved.9 6 This provision merely
retains existing law.97 There are a number of procedural changes which must,
however, be mentioned at this point. Presently, a court order to show cause why
the corporation should not be dissolved is mandatory when the petition is by
the directors. 98 When the petition is by the shareholders the court can exercise
discretion and may either entertain or dismiss the application.99 The act now
provides that the court must issue the order to show cause in each type of
case.' ° ° In addition, while extant law requires in every case a schedule of
creditors, assets, books, etc. of the corporation to be attached to the petition,' 10
in the new law a similar provision is discretionary with the court. 02 However
in some respects the act is potentially more demanding of the petitioner. The
93.- N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(b).
94. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 103. This refers especially to the second paragraph of this
section.
95. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1104(c).
96. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1105.
97.. The first sentence of N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 104 is retained.
98. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 106.
99. Ibid.
100. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1106(a).
101. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 104.
102. Supra note 100.
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court will now be able to order the officers and directors to furnish the court
with a schedule of all information, known and ascertainable with due diligence
by them, deemed pertinent by the court.10 3 The old law apparently limits the
court to such information as was particularized in the statute.
Another change which does its bit to broaden the scope of the judicial
authority is evident in Section 1108, which is derived from General Corporation
Law, Section 115. The words "or any other paper" have been added, so that
this section now provides that "at any stage, before final order, the court may
grant an order amending the petition or any other paper filed in the action
or special proceeding . . ." (Emphasis added.)
Referees play their role in judicial dissolutions and the act provides for
the appointment by the court, in its discretion, of a referee when or after the
order to show cause is returnable, where no referee has been designated in the
order.'0 The same provision is also available under the presently effective
statute. 05 However, the act does not grind to a halt at just this point.
Rather it codifies and extends the result in Matter of Baumann.'0 There it
was held that upon the resignation of a referee, in a matter where there is an
equal division of directors, the court has the power to appoint a new referee.
The act now provides that "the court may at any time appoint a successor
referee" and in no way limits the cases in which such a successor may be
named.10 7 (Emphasis added.)
The act next provides for a hearing and decision on the order to show
cause and substantially reenacts existing law.'0 8 Thus, "the court must hear
the allegations and proofs of the parties and determine the facts." 0 As is
the case presently, the decision of the court or the report of the referee must
be made and filed with the clerk of the court, and the admonition is that this
is to be done with all convenient speed." 0 Next referring to the application for
final order the act requires that when the hearing is before a referee, the motion
for a final order must be made to the court upon notice to the parties who
have appeared in the action or special proceeding."' A slight departure from
the General Corporation Law is made by the provision that the notice of
motion may be served "as prescribed for the service of papers upon an
attorney in an action in such court"; 12 whereas, the previous law states that
the notice of motion is to be served as prescribed in the Civil Practice Act and
103. Ibid.
104. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §'1108.
I05. N.Y. Gen. Corp, Law § 112.
106. 201 App. Div. 136, 194 N.Y. Supp. 243 (Ist Dep't 1922), aff'd, 234 N.Y. 555, 138
N.E. 444 (1922).
107. Supra note 104.
108. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 113.
109. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1109.
110. Ibid.
111. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1110.
112. Ibid.
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the Rules of Civil Procedure for the service of papers upon an attorney.113
The venue provisions of the act are brief. The act provides that actions
or special proceedings under Article 11 are to be brought in the supreme
court of the judicial district in which the office of the corporation is located. 114
This provision is a derivation of present practice.115 However, significantly,
the exception formerly made, that an action brought by the Attorney General
may be brought in any county of the state designated by him, has been
omitted. 11 The venue provision at first glance appears to deal solely with
the venue of actions or special proceedings; whereas, the old law provides
separately for the venue of applications to the court. 1 7 However, since the
petitions and applications to the court are in reality part of or identical to
the "action or special proceeding," it may be assumed that the venue of
application is identical to the venue of action. Once again the new act strikes
a blow for the cause of statutory clarity and conciseness.
The next area dealt with is preservation of assets and the appointment
of a receiver. The court may, under the new law, make any orders it deems
necessary to preserve the corporate property and to carry on the corporate
business, including appointing and removing receivers under Article 12,
"Receivership." '" s In this area, the new act merely consolidates, revises and
broadens the related sections in the General Corporation Law." 9 In addition,
the spirit of Section 29 of the General Corporation Law authorizing, unless
other provisions are made, the directors to settle the affairs of the corporation, is
continued. It is thus provided that the receiver may be a director or share-
holder of the corporation. 20 Generally, the receivership provision of Article 11
is consistent with the terms of Article 10 providing that in cases of non-
judicial dissolution the supreme court may supervise the liquidation upon peti-
tion of certain designated parties and in this regard may appoint and remove
receivers under Article 12.12 Essentially for the purpose of preserving the
corporate assets, transfers of corporate property made without prior approval
of the court after service upon the corporation of a summons in an action or
of an order to show cause under Article 11 are void against such persons as
the court determines.'2 The void transfers include those made in payment of
or as security for an existing or prior debt or for any other or no consideration.
In addition, judgments rendered against the corporation by confession or upon
acceptance of any offer are likewise void as the court determines. In addition
115. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 116.
114. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1112.
115. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 101, 138, 139.
116. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 139.
117. Supra note 115.
118. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1113.
119. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 74, 93, 110, 150.
120. Supra note 118.
121. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1008.
122. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1114.
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to the steps already mentioned which may be taken to preserve the corporate
property and to carry on the business of the corporation, injunctions may be
issued against unauthorized acts of directors, officers and creditors of the
corporation.1 23 Presently the injunction can be granted only if a receiver has
been appointed and a receiver apparently can be appointed only if the cor-
poration is insolvent.12 4 The act omits these limitations and in effect con-
solidates in one section the provisions relating to enjoining directors or
officers and those, formerly found in other sections, relating to enjoining
creditors. Only two things more need be said about the injunction in non-
judicial dissolution. The court grants such injunctions in its discretion and
this is appropriate since their purpose generally is to preserve corporate
assets. 12 5 However, the order may be made only by the court.12 6
An action or special proceeding for dissolution may be discontinued at
any stage when it is established that the cause for dissolution did not exist
or no longer exists..27 In this case the action or special proceeding is dismissed
by the court and the receiver is directed to redeliver to the corporation all its
remaining assets. There is no corresponding provision in present statutory law
and the provision for discontinuance is patterned after Section 94 of the Model
Business Corporation Act. It is readily seen that it may be useful under a
variety of circumstances. For example, where a deadlock was the ground for
petitioning under Section 1104, and the deadlock has been broken, the discon-
tinuance provision enables the revitalization of a possibly highly profitable
business venture. In other cases, dissolution proceedings may well terminate in
a reorganization and this provision would once again prove immensely
helpful.
Article 11 concludes by making specified sections of Article 10 applicable




The attorney, glancing quickly at Article 12 of the Business Corporation
Law regulating the receivership of corporations, may be horrified at the seem-
ingly drastic revisions. In fact, the number of changes are minimal, and the
Revisers have concentrated mainly on the consolidation and rearrangement of
123. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1115(a) (1).
124. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 110, 111.
125. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1115(a).
126. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1115(b).
127. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1116.
128. Under the provisions of N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1117, the provisions of Sections
1005-1008 are applicable to non-judicial as well as judicial dissolutions. In addition, Section
1117(b) provides that any orders made under Section 1008 (jurisdiction of supreme court
to supervise liquidation) can be made during actions or proceedings under Article 11, and
in such cases the court retains juisdiction. In addition, Section 117(c) carries forward
the provisions for notice to creditors and claimants set forth in Section 1007.
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sections and the elimination of archaic verbiage. The provisions relating to
receivers of corporations were previously sprinkled generously throughout the
General Corporation Law,1 with the majority of provisions in Article 11,
"Appointment, Qualification and Removal of Receivers," and Article 12,
"Powers, Duties and Liabilities of Receivers." The Revisers have attempted to
consolidate the provisions in a single article and to arrange them in a chrono-
logical order.
Article 12 of the Business Corporation Law has been severely criticized,
and it has been suggested that the entire article should have been omitted from
the statute.2 Many provisions of Article 12, it has been argued, are over-
lapping and inconsistent with provisions of the Civil Practice Act and the Rules
of Civil Practice 3 and the courts, under their equity powers and under the
provision of the Civil Practice Act and Rules, would have, even in the absence
of Article 12, adequate authority to regulate receivership. Although the argu-
ment has some merit, it is exaggerated. The primary Civil Practice Act section
authorizing the appointment of a receiver, Section 974, is limited in its scope
to actions in which the property to be placed under the control of the receiver
is the subject of the action. If a receiver is desired before final judgment, the
property must be in the possession of an adverse party. This section is limited
solely to the appointment of temporary receivers and does not authorize the
court to appoint permanent receivers. It is clear, therefore, that although the
provisions of the Civil Practice Act and the Business Corporation Law may
overlap in some cases, the provisions of the Civil Practice Act alone would not
be sufficient to regulate receivership. For example; in a dissolution proceeding
or in a suit for money damages, a court could not appoint a receiver of corpo-
rate property as the property would not be the subject of the action.
This entire debate, however, has not become moot with the recent passage
of the Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR). Under the CPLR the provisional
remedy of receivership is available only in actions in which the property is the
subject of the action,4 although the requirement that the property be in the
possession of an adverse party has been eliminated.5 The necessity for addi-
tional provisions regulating receiverships in certain corporate actions and the
failure of the CPLR, like the Civil Practice Act, to provide relief in these
situations are cogent reasons for the inclusion of Article 12 in the Business
Corporation Law.
The passage of CPLR has also caused considerable consternation in
certain corporate circles, since the new law eliminated the provision authorizing
1. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 74, 93, 110, 150-158, 160-192, 222:
2. Committee on Corpbration aw, NYSBA, Report on New York Business Law,
33 N.Y.S3J. 441 (1961).
3. N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act §§ 974-977-c; N.Y. Rules of Civ. Prac., Rules 175-181.
4. N.Y. CPLR 6401 (Adv. Draft 1961).'
5. See 3 N.Y. Adv. Comm. Rep. 372 (Leg. Doc. (1959) No. 17).
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the appointnient of a receiver of New York assets of a foreign corporation.0
As the provision dealt exclusively with corporations, its contents would un-
doubtedly fit more symmetrically into the Business Corporation Law. Therefore,
on March 19, 1962, the legislature passed an act "to amend the business cor-
poration law and the general corporation law, in relation to incorporating
therein certain provisions of the civil practice act relating thereto,"7 which is
scheduled to become effective on the same day that the CPLR takes effect.8
The amendments, if and when they go into effect, will incorporate the basic
ingredients of Section 977-b of the Civil Practice Act into the Business Cor-
poration Law. Section 1202 (a) (4) specifically authorizes an action to preserve
the assets located in New York of a foreign corporation which has been
dissolved or nationalized or has ceased to do business.9 Section 1218, a revised
version of Section 977-b of the Civil Practice Act, contains miscellaneous
provisions governing all actions or special proceedings brought under Article
12 against foreign corporations, i.e., service of process, the type of relief which
may be granted, statute of limitations, and the continuance of causes of action
of or against such foreign corporation arising before or after dissolution or
nationalization.'0
The Business Corporation Law has centralized the receivership sections
under Article 12 (Receivership) and a lone section of Article 11, Section 1114.
Section 1114 authorizes the court, in its discretion, to make orders to preserve
the property and to carry on the business of the corporation in any action or
proceeding of judicial dissolution under Article 11. Such an order may entail
the appointment of a receiver, but the appointment and the powers of the
receiver will be regulated by the provisions of Article 12. The section, being
expressly limited to actions or special proceedings of judicial dissolution,
clearly does not broaden the court's power to appoint receivers as provided
in Article 12.11
Any action or special proceeding involving a receiver is to be given a
preference on all court calendars, second only to actions or proceedings brought
by the People of the State of New York. 2 A motion for the appointment of a
receiver should be made in the judicial district in which the corporation has
its principal place of business,' 3 and notice of the appointment of the application
must be sent to the Attorney General.' 4
The general provisions of Article 12 regulating receivers are applicable to
6. See N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 977-b.
7. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317.
8. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317, § 30.
9. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317, § 10.
10. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317, J 14.
11. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a)(1).
12. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law i 1202(c). Under N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law 1 140, a preference
was granted only when the corporation was insolvent.
13. N.Y. Rules of Civ. Prac., Rule 178.
14. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1203(a).
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"every domestic corporation and to every foreign corporation which is
authorized or does business in this state."'15 Section 1202, a consolidated and
revised version of four sections- of the General Corporation Law,16 authorizes
the court to appoint a receiver of the property of a corporation only in: (1)
An action for non-judicial dissolution; 1 7 (2) An action for judicial dissolution;' 8
(3) An action by a judgment creditor for sequestration; 19 (4) An action,
brought ,either by the Attorney General or a shareholder, to preserve corpo-
rate assets if the corporation has no officer within the state qualified to
administer them; 20 and (5) An action, brought by any creditor or shareholder
or one who has had an order of attachment issued, to preserve assets situated
in New York of a foreign corporation which has been dissolved or nationalized
or has ceased to do business. 1 The notable omissions, where a receiver could
formerly be appointed, are in an action to foreclose a mortgage on corporate
property,22 and in the liquidation of an educational corporation on application
of the regents of the uiversity or the trustees of the corporation.23 It should
also be noted that a receiver could formerly be appointed in a proceeding under
Article 6 of the General Corporation Law, an action for misconduct of an
officer or director,2 4 although there was no specific authorizing section under
Article 6. The rule generally accepted by the courts was that "mere misconduct
will not justify the appointment of a receiver, unless such an appointment be
necessary to preserve the property or rights of creditors or stockholders." 25
It is submitted that if an action against a director or officer for misconduct under
Section 720 does not fall within Section 1202 (a) (3) so that a receiver may be
appointed, and a receiver is necessary to preserve corporate assets, the court, by
invoking its equitable powers, will appoint one.2 6
The Business Corporation Law retains the distinction between temporary
and permanent receivers, a temporary receiver being one appointed before a
final judgment or order, 7 and a permanent receiver being either one appointed
by a final judgment or order or a temporary receiver continued by a final
judgment or order28 A court may confer upon a temporary receiver the powers
15. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law§ 103(a).
16. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 74, 140, 150, 161.
17. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a) (1). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 150(4).
18. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a)(1). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 74,
150(1).
19. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a) (2). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 74.
20. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a) (3). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 150(3).
21. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317, § 10. Proposed N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1202(a) (4).
Derived from N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 977-b(1),(2).
22. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 150(2).
23. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 150(5).
24. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 150(1). -
25. Fenn v. Ostrander, 132 App. Div. 311, 313, 116 N.Y. Supp. 1083, 1085 (1st Dep't
1909); Welcke v. Trageser, 131 App. Div. 731, 116 N.Y. Supp. 166 (1st Dep't 1909).
26. Cf. Kesten v. Morris, 22 Misc. 2d 498, 194 N.Y.S.2d 12 (Sup. Ct. 1959); In re
Hy-Lite Plastics, 8 Misc. 2d 101, 165 N.Y-S.2d 888 (Sup. Ct. 1957).
27. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1203(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 162.
28. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1203(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Cdrp. Law § 163.
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and duties of a permanent receiver and thereby eliminate any distinction. 29
No attempt is made in the statute to outline the duties of a temporary receiver,
but the court is allowed, in its discretion, to confer upon him the powers it
deems advisable. As a temporary receiver is an officer of the court,
30
. . . it was the view of the lawmakers that the assets of the corporation
could be more wisely administered by not conferring general powers
upon a temporary receiver, but by practically placing the corporation
in the hands of the court, and conferring upon the court the right to
enlarge the powers of or give additional authority to the temporary
receiver when in a given case it was shown to be necessary for the wise
and proper administr.ation of the affairs of such insolvent corporation. 31
It would appear that this policy has been further extended by the Business
Law by the elimination of the statutorily imposed powers of a temporary
receiver.
32
Whereas a temporary receiver is a mere custodian of corporate property
and does not represent the creditors,33 a permanent receiver has the title to
corporate property vested in him and represents all the creditors and share-
holders.s - A permanent receiver cannot take manual possession of the property
until he executes and files a proper bond with at least two sufficient sureties. 35
After the receiver files the security and takes the prescribed oath, 30 his
title relates back to the date of the order appointing him.37 The language in
the former law that permanent receivers were to be considered as "the
trustees of the property of the corporation for the benefit of the creditors
and stockholders"3 8 has been deleted from Section 1206. A permanent
receiver has statutorily limited powers to sue in his own name or the name of
the corporation to recover property, debts and causes of action of the corpo-
ration,3 9 to sell any of the property vested in him "in such manner and on such
29. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1203(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 162.
30. People ex rel. Attorney-General v. Security L. Ins. and Ann. Co., 79 N.Y. 267,
276 (1879).
31. People v. Saint Nicholas Bank, 76 Hun 522, 525, 28 N.Y. Supp. 114, 116 (Sup.
Ct. 1894).
32. See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 162.
33. Sigua Iron Co. v. Brown, 171 N.Y. 488, 494, 64 N.E. 194, 196 (1902); Herring
v. N.Y., L.E. & W.R.R. Co., et al., 105 N.Y. 340, 12 N.E. 763 (1887); Cohen v. Sherman,
279 App. Div. 939, 111 N.Y.S.2d 439 (2d Dep't 1952); cf. Decker v. Gardner, 124 N.Y.
334, 26 N.E. 814 (1891).
34. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(a). See also Attorney-General v. Guard. Mut. Life
Ins. Co., 77 N.Y. 272 (1879); In re French, 181 App. Div. 719, 168 N.Y. Supp. 988 (1st
Dep't 1918), aff'd, 224 N.Y. 555, 120 N.E. 863 (1918).
35. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1204(a)(2). Mferived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 153.
36. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1204(a) (1). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 164.
Note that both temporary and permanent receivers are required by Section 1204 to take an
oath and file a bond with at least two sufficient sureties.
37. In re Delaney, 256 N.Y. 315, 176 N.E. 407 (1931); In re C. J. Co., 128 N.Y. 550,
28 N.E. 665 (1891); People v. Community Live Poultry Corporation, 127 Misc. 396, 216
N.Y. Supp. 302 (Sup. Ct. 1926). The receiver takes such title as the corporation had and
nothing more. In re Chauncey, 191 App. Div. 359, 181 N.Y. Supp. 653 (2d Dep't 1920).
38. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 168.
39. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(b) (1). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(1).
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terms as the court shall direct, '40 to examine under oath any person in regard
to matters pertaining to the receivership, 41 and to settle any demands by or
against the receivership.2 The only alteration is the omission of the power
"to employ counsel, on such terms as the court shall approve," 43 which power
is currently governed by the Rules of Civil Practice.
4 4
The remaining .sections of Article 12 apply to both temporary and
permanent receivers. After having been appointed by the court and having
qualified by subscribing to the oath and by posting a bond, a receiver must
publish "in a newspaper of general circulation in the county where the office
of the corporation is located," once a week for two successive weeks, a notice
of his appointment as receiver of the corporation. 45 If and only if the CPLR
takes effect, the Business Corporation Law shall be automatically amended on
the date the CPLR becomes effective to require publication of the notice of
appointment in two newspapers of general circulation, except in the case of an
action brought to preserve the New York assets of a foreign corporation pur-
suant to Section 1202 (a) (4). In the latter case the notice shall be published in
a newspaper of general circulation as directed by the court.46 This notice,
identical to that required by the former law, shall require:
1. All debtors of the corporation to pay such debts to the receiver at a
specified place and by a specified day;
47
2. All possessors of corporate property to deliver such property to the
receiver at the same place specified above and by the same day specified above; 48
3. All creditors and claimants, whether their claims be liquidated or
unliquidated, contingent or vested, to submit their claims in writing and in
detail to the receiver at a specified place and by a specified day.
4 9
Although the section is couched in terms of "requirement," a failure on the
part of a creditor to file his claim within the period stated in the notice of
Note that in any such action no set-off or counterclaim shall be permitted unless the
corporation owed such demand prior to the appointment of the receiver, or such demand
was incurred by the receiver subsequent to his appointment. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law
§ 1206(b) (1). The section was formerly contained in N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(1) and
was basically repeated in N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 179.
40. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(2). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(2).
41. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(3). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(3).
42. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(4). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(4).
43. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 169(5).
44. N.Y. Rules of Civ. Prac., Rule 180.
45. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 174.
Caveat: Under the General Corporation Law the notice was required to be published
twice a week for three successive weeks.
46. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1962, ch. 317, § 13. Proposed N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1).
47. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1) (A).
48. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1) (B).
49. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1) (C). The section specifically includes claimants
with unliquidated or contingent claims, unlike its predecessor, N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 174(3).
The section also states that the specified time in the notice "shall not be less than six
months after the first publication of such notice" as compared to the forty-day limit sped-
fied in the General Corporation Law. It would appear that this six-month limit is not
applicable to the debtors of the corporation or to the possessors of corporate property.
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appointment will not work a forfeiture of his claim.50 A creditor's claim,
however, will be barred if not timely filed or if timely filed and disallowed by
the court, if the receiver has been appointed pursuant to Section 1202(a)(1)
in non-judicial or judicial dissolution proceedings. 51 Section 1007 governs the
giving of notice to creditors and claimants, the filing of claims and the barring
of claims.
A mechanical error of misnumbering, which may lead to confusion, appears
after the outline of the ingredients of the notice of appointment. Numbered
"(D)," which would indicate that the substance of the section should be in-
cluded in the notice of appointment, is the requirement imposed on a receiver
to call a general meeting of creditors of the corporation within four months
from the date of his appointment. This notice of creditors' meeting must
be published in the same manner as the notice of appointment, and the
meeting must be held within one month but not after two months from the
date of the publication of the notice.52 It is clear from the structure and sub-
stance of the language of the statute that the notice of creditors' meeting is
separate and distinct from the notice of appointment and should, therefore,
have been numbered "(2)."
A receiver is also required to keep accurate accounting records of receipts
and expenditures. Accounting records are kept on a calendar year basis, and a
receiver must file on or before the first day of February of each year a verified
statement specifying: (a) the assets received, (b) the disposition of assets,
(c) the cash on hand, (d) all payments made, to whom and for what purpose,
(e) the amount which ought to be retained for the expenses of and the claims
against the receiver, and (f) the prospective share in the remainder of the
assets to which each interested person is entitled at distribution. This state-
ment must be filed with the clerk of the court which appointed the receiver
and five days after it is filed, a copy must also be served on the Attorney
General.
54
Under the former law, a receiver was under a duty to convert the corpo-
rate property into money as speedily as possible.5 5 Although the Revisers in-
dicate that a receiver has the same obligation under the Business Corporation
Law,56 the express language of the statute does not so indicate.
50. See People v. S. W. Straus & Co., 158 Misc. 222, 227, 285 N.Y. Supp. 684, 692
(Sup. Ct. 1936).
51. Supra note 48.
52. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1207(a) (1) (D). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 177.
This meeting is called for the general purpose of acquainting the creditors with the financial
structure of the corporation.
53. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(a)(2). The statement is identical to that required
by N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 172.
54. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1206(a) (2). Although N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 172 required
filing, it did not specify the place of filing.
55. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 171.
56. joint Legislative Committee to Study Revision of Corporation Laws, Fifth Interim
Report, Revised Supp., Legis. Doc. No. 12, 185th Sess. 86 (1961).
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It is now assumed that the proper notice of appointment has been
published according to Section 1207(a)(1). If, after the date specified in the-
notice for the turning over of corporate property, the receiver learns of a
possessor who is wrongfully withholding such corporate property, he may bring
an action to recover twice the value of the property.57 Unlike the former
law, there is no similar penalty imposed on the debtor who fails to pay to the
receiver his debt to the corporation.5" On the other hand, a receiver may
be without adequate facts concerning the location of corporate property. If
he has good reason to believe that a person possesses or "has wrongfully
concealed, withheld or disposed of" corporate property, or that a person can
testify about such acts,, he may invoke judicial assistance to compel such
person to submit to an examination. 5 9 In order to obtain a court order requiring
the person to appear and submit to the examination, a receiver must present
a verified petition, stating the facts upon which he has based his opinion, to
special term in the judicial district in which he was appointed.60 The right
of a receiver to an examination is not to be defeated by contrary claims or
affidavits, for it is the duty of the receiver to examine in order to discover
assets.6 1 If it appears that the allegations of the receiver are true, the court, in
its discretion, may enjoin the person from disposing of the property in his
polsession and may require the delivery of the property to the receiver;
62
however, before an order may be made directing delivery, the court should
first direct the person to submit to an examination as prescribed by this section.
63
The order of payment by the receiver at the first distribution64 is as
follows:
1. Fees and administrative expenses of the receiver.
2. Valid prior liens and encumbrances.
3. Laborers' wages.
Then the following provable and allowable claims are to be paid in this order:
4. Debts due to the United States, and all debts entitled to a preference
under the laws of the United States.
5. Debts owing by the corporation as trustee.
6. Judgments against the corporation which are liens on realty up to the
value of the realty on which they are liens.
7. Claims of all other creditors.65
.Although Section 1210 does not specify any priority to the fees and adminis-
57. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1208. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 176.
58. See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 176.
59. N.Y.: Bus. Corp. Law § 1209(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 170.
60. Ibid.
61. Talmon v. Sodetatea Romana Pentra Industria De B., 132 N.Y.S.2d 776 (Sup. Ct.
1954).
62. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1209(e).
63. Petition of Horowitz, 260 App. Div. 879, 22 N.Y.S.2d 946 (2d Dep't 1940).
64. The word, "distribution," is used in the Business Corporation .Law instead of
"dividend."
65. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1210. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Cor . Law §§ 180, 181.
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trative expenses of the receiver, these disbursements are necessary to preserve
and accumulate the assets of the corporation for distribution to creditors and
take preference over all claims against the corporation.60 There is an exception
to this general rule in some instances. If there is a specific lien upon the prop-
erty, perfected before the receiver takes possession, and if the lienor's interest
does not vest -in the receiver, then the lien must be paid ahead of the receiver's
claim for fees and disbursements. 67 This exception is strictly limited to those
cases in which the receiver does not represent the lienor and is not required to
bring the property under his control or liquidate the property. In any case
where the receiver must take some affirmative action in regard to the property
subject to a lien for the benefit of the lienor, the lien will not be preferred over
the fees.68
The apparent simplicity of Section 1210 is deceiving. The "valid prior liens
and encumbrances" language is new and is undoubtedly patterned after that
of Section 1007 in an effort to effectuate uniformity. The language appears to
be a codification of case law,69 although its far-reaching effects cannot be
accurately predicted at this time. Federal tax liens (Preference No. 4) and
judgment liens (Preference No. 6) should move up in the order of preference
(Preference No. 2), provided that they are "valid prior liens."170
In an effort to parallel the language of Section 1007, the Revisers have, in
Section 1210(a), substituted the words, "laborers' wages," for "wages of em-
ployees," the words used in the predecessor statutes. 71 In construing the words
"laborers" and "employees" in Section 71 of the Stock Corporation Law, the
courts have maintained that although employees may include laborers, it is a
word of larger import, and unlike "laborers," it is not confined to those who
perform manual labor.72 A strict interpretation of this language to exclude
from the preference of laborers' wages the salaries and compensation of those
with less menial positions is wholly undesirable. The salary of a superintendent
should not be treated less reverently than the wages of a bricklayer.
73
Provable and allowable claims of all other creditors are paid after the
preferences are satisfied. Under the former law claims were allowed as of the
date of the commencement of an action for dissolution, and a claim arising
upon a contingency which might occur after such date was allowable only in
66. In re Atlas Iron Const. Co., 19 App. Div. 415, 46 N.Y. Supp. 467 (1st Dep't
1897). But see N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1212(b) which infers that the deduction of fees
and expenses should come after the final distribution to creditors.
67. Ibid.
68. Ibid.
69. E.g., In re Northern Bank of New York, 163 App. Div. 974, 148 N.Y. Supp. 70
(1st Dep't 1914), aff'd, 212 N.Y. 608, 106 N.E. 749 (1914); Mixter v. Mohawk Clothing
Co., 155 N.Y. Supp. 647 (Sup. Ct. 1915).
70. For an excellent discussion of what is a valid prior Federal tax lien, see Plumb,
Jr., Federal Tax Collection and Lien Problems, 13 Tax L. Rev. 247 and 459 (1958).
71. N.Y. Sess. Laws 1921, ch. 22, § 1; N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 180.
72. Evans v. Stem & Co., 270 N.Y. 177, 200 N.E. 777 (1936); Palmer v. Van
Santvoord, 153 N.Y. 612, 47 N.E. 915 (1897).
73. In re Stryker, 158 N.Y 526, 53 N.E. 525 (1899).
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the event of a surplus after the settlement of provable debts on the date of
dissolution.7" This case law has been overruled, and the class of creditors has
been broadened to include claimants with unliquidated or contingent claims.
This is the only logical conclusion warranted by Section 120i(a) (1) (C) which
authorizes claimants to present their claims to the receiver.
Within one year after the first distribution, the receiver must make a
final distribution to creditors of any remaining property.7 5 If a creditor or
claimant has failed to prove his claim before the first distribution but is able
to prove it prior to the final distribution, he is entitled to receive a sum equal
to that which he would have received on the first distribution. Such a creditor
must be paid before a further distribution is made to the other creditors.7 6
After the final distribution, the receiver cannot be held liable by any creditor
or claimant for a claim, unless the claim was proved prior to the final distribu-
tion and was not paid.
77
A receiver is required within one year after qualifying to apply to the
court for an order for distribution and for a final settlement of his accounts,
although he may instead apply to the court for an extension of time.
78 If
such an extension of time is required, a notice stating the reasons why imist be
sent to the Attorney General.79 Where a receiver fails to make either applica-
tion within the prescribed time period, either the Attorney General, a creditor,
or a shareholder may apply for an order to show cause directed to the receiver.
It is compulsory for the Attorney General to apply for such an order at the
expiration of eighteen months from the qualifying date of the receiver.80
After the final distribution to creditors, any surplus may be distributed
to the shareholders. 8' Any distributable share to a creditor- or shareholder,
"who is unknown or cannot be found, or who is under disability and for whom
there is no legal representative" within six months after the final distribution,
shall be treated as abandoned property payable to the state comptroller.
s2
74. People v. Metropolitan Surety Co., 205 N.Y. 135, 98 N.E. 412 (1912); People
v. Commercial Alliance L. Ins. Co., 154 N.Y. 95, 47 N.E. 968 (1897).
75. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1211(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 183.
Notice of the final distribution is required to be published once a week for two consecutive
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county of the office of the corporation.
Under the former law the notice was required to be published for three successive weeks.
76. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § i211(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 182.
77. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1211(d). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 187.
78. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1216(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 187.
Before a receiver presents his final account to the court, he must publish a notice of his
intention to so act once a week for two successive weeks in a newspaper of general circula-
tion in the county of the office of the corporation. Such notice is required to allow any
interested -parties to object to the account. He must also give at least eight days' written
notice to the sureties on his official bond. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1216(b),(c). Derived from
N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §§ 155, 189, 190.
79. Ibid.
8o. Ibid.
81. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1212(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 185.
82. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1212(c). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 186.
Note that under the General Corporation Law the share was paid into the court if not
claimed within one.year from the final distribution.
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The commission scale for receivers has been substantially simplified.83
The scale, formerly limited to receivers in voluntary dissolution proceedings,
8 4
is applicable to all receivers under any proceeding under Article 12.85
The powers of the Attorney General to apply for the removal of a receiver,
to close the receivership, or to compel the receiver to account have been
broadened.86 He could formerly act only in regard to receivers of insolvent
corporations,87 and this restriction has been eliminated by the new statute.
The manner in which a-receiver may resign has not been altered under
the Business Corporation Law. He must petition the court appointing him
for an order to show cause why he should not be permitted to resign.88 The
petition must be accompanied by a verified account of the assets of the corpora-
tion received and those then on hand and a detailed list of his transactions as
receiver.89 The court will then grant an order directing notice, published once
a week for six successive weeks, to the sureties on the receiver's bond and to
all interested parties to show cause why the receiver should not be permitted
to resign." If it then appears that the receiver has discharged his duties in
good faith, he may resign, although "he shall remain subject to any liability
incurred prior to the making of such order." 91 The court may then fill the
vacancy.
92
Section 1201, authorizing an action by a judgment creditor to procure a
judgment sequestrating corporate property, has been placed in Article 12 for
lack of an appropriate place and because the action usually results in the
appointment of a receiver.93 Only a judgment creditor with an execution wholly
or partly unsatisfied may maintain such an action for sequestration, and he
seeks to reach by means of such an action those assets of the corporation as are
not leviable for the benefit of all creditors.94 The Business Corporation Law
sequestration section is derived entirely from Section 70 of the General Cor-
poration Law. However, the application of the former section was limited
expressly to domestic corporations, and that language has been deleted from
Section 1201. It is unlikely that this deletion represents any formidable change
in the law, for under the former law a court, after stating that an action for
sequestration of the property of a foreign corporation would not lie, would
83. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1217.
84. See N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 191.
85. Supra note 76.
86. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1214.
87. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 156.
88. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1215(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 158.
89. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1215(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 158.
90. Ibid.
91. Ibid.
92. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1215(c). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 157.
93. Motion for sequestration must be made in the judicial district in which the
principal place of business of the corporation is situated. N.Y. Rules of Civ. Prac., Rule 178.
94. Cf. National Broadway Bank v. Wessell Metal Co., 59 Run 470, 13 N.Y. Supp.
744 (1891). E.g., Feigenbaum v. Narragansett Stables Co., 127 Misc. 114, 215 N.Y, Supp.
328 (Sup. Ct. 1926), aff'd, 219 App. Div. 729, 219 N.Y. Supp. 811 (2d Dep't 1927), aff'd,
245 N.Y. 628, 157 N.E. 886 (1927).
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interfere and allow the action in order to protect the corporate property
situated within the state and to insure its equitable distribution. 5 Only upon
a showing of property within the state and of the necessity for equitable inter-
vention would the court obtain jurisdiction; 96 only in such cases would sequestra-
tion be desirous. Under the Business Corporation Law, a court can no longer
make the blanket statement that sequestration of the property of a foreign
corporation will not lie, but the same inherent limitations should be applicable
to the action.,
ARTICLE 13: FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
A foreign corporation has no absolute right to transact business in juris-
dictions other than that of its incorporation. Except as limited by the Federal
Constitution it may be subjected to any regulations or conditions deemed ex-
pedient by a state in return for the privilege of carrying on business within
its boundaries.1 The provisions of the Business Corporation Law dealing with
foreign corporations are found in Article 13. This article in a simplified,
condensed and improved manner, with additions and modifications, encompasses
the provisions of Article 11 of the Stock Corporation Law and 13 of the Gen-
eral Corporation Law.
The new statute requires that foreign corporations secure authority from
the state before transacting business here.2 The procedure for securing authority
has been simplified by dispensing with the issuing of the certificate of authority
which is now required before the corporation can transact business.3 Under
the Business Corporation Law, a foreign corporation shall be authorized to
transact any business set forth in its application for authority upon the
ministerial act of filing by the Department of State.4 The authority once granted
95. Dreyfus v. Charles Seale Co., 37 App. Div. 351, 55 N.Y. Supp. 1111 (1st Dep't
1899).
96. Ibid.
1. Washington v. Superior Court, 289 U.S. 352 (1933); Penna. Fire Ins. Co. v. Gold
Issue Mining Co., 243 U.S. 95 (1916); The Lafayette Ins. Co. v. French et al., 18 How
(U.S.) 404 (1855); Pohlers v. Exter Mfg. Co., 293 N.Y. 274, 56 N.E.2d 582 (1944).
2. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1301(a). Section 1301(b) contains a non-exclusive list
of activities which may be carried on without requiring the foreign corporation to file an
application for authority to do business: (1) Maintaining, defending or settling any action,
dispute or claim; (2) Holding meetings of shareholders and directors; (3) Maintaining
bank accounts; and (4) Maintaining offices for the handling of securities. Section 1301(c)
provides that the preceding list of activities does not establish a standard for subjecting a
foreign corporation to service of process; e.g., N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 307; N.Y. Civ. Pac.
Act § 1217-a.
3. Cf. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 212(2):
Upon issuance of such certificate the corporation may do, in this state, any of
the business referred to in the certificate and no other.
4. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1305. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1304 for the contents of
the application for authority. Note that under the Business Corporation Law all papers of
foreign corporations become effective on their filing by the Department of State; e.g.,
N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 1303 (order annulling authority), 1309 (amendment and change
of name), 1310 (surrender of authority).
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will"boiiiinue- until such ilme 'as it if surrendered, suspended or 'annulled,'or
the"torpbrationI l6ses'its 'authoriYto trafsact' business ii the state of' its' in-
Eorporatio'n. Any foreign-corporation already authorized tci tanshct business
will continue to be so authorized without'being required to'file a-iiv applica-
tion. A foreign corporation cannot be authorized to transact' aiy busifieiss
rthave any powers 7 which would be prohibited'to it in its homd jurisdictfin or
'6uld be prohibited to'a dorhestic corporatioli organized If r the sinie pt1tp~s's.
Included in the permissible powers of a foreign corporation is 'the privilege
to acquire, hold and convey real property in New York as if it were a domestic
corporation,8 provided -that it 'has similax" powers in its' home jurisdiction.
The fact that the corporation may be transacting business in New York without
authority will not affect, any title thait it may have in ieal property.'0 The
Revisers have wisely eliminated the archaic reciprocity clause from the corpora-
tion law. This provision, as a prerequisite to a foreign corporation 'holding real
property, required that the laws under which it was organized confer imilar
privileges on New York corporations.'
The form which is provided for all amendments to the application for
authority is readily adaptable to providing for changes in the corporate name.' 2
The corporation is free to amend its application as often as it may desire,
and the amendments may, incorporate any provision which 1avfuily could have
been included in the original application. If the corporation changes its name,
the amending procedure has been simplified by requiring only the filing of a
certificate of amendment within 20 days of the date on which the change be-
came effective in the corporation's home jurisdiction. 3 The corporation's failure
to file such an amendment within the required period will result in the suspen-
sion of its authority. 'However, its authority will be reinstated as if the sus-
pension had never-occurred on the filing by the Department of State of the
amendment changing' the; corporate name within 120 days of the date on which
the change became effective. There is nothing in the statute which will preclude
a corporation from being reinstated if the amendment is filed after'the 120 day
period has expired. Thus, the only penalty for filing after the 120 day period
lies in the fact that for the interim period (20-120 days), the foreign, corpora-
tion, if it transacted any 'business within the state, will be treated as having
done so without authority. In both the selection and amendment of its name
in the application, the foreign corporation is subjected to the same limitations
5. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1302. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 213,
6. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1301(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law §' 211.
7. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1306...
8., N.Y. Bus.,Corp. Law.,§ 1307.. Derived'from i,Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 221.,
9. In re Primes Estate, 136 N.Y. 347, 32 N.E._1091 .(18R3).
I0,,. Blum- v. K-ampner, 28 N.Y.S.2d 62 (Sup.' Ct_,194b). ,
ii. N.Y. Gen. Corp._Law § 221(1).
12. N.Y. Bus..Corp. Law § 1309j
13. N.Y.-Bus. Corp. Law, §- 1309(b).:Cf. 1N .Y 'Qen. Corp. Law § 215 ,which ihequired
that the corporation procure from the Secretary of State -a 'certificate of, availability for
the proposed name before filing the certificate of change of name.
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as a domestic corporation.14 A foreign corporation will not be authorized to
do business in New York if it uses either the name of a domestic corporation
or of a foreign corporation doing business in the state, or one so similar to it
as to be calculated to deceive or mislead the public.
The Attorney General has the power to annul a foreign corporation's au-
thority for: (a) transacting business which is not specified in its application;
(b) committing acts which would result in the dissolution of a domestic cor-
poration;' 5 (c) procuring the authority to transact business through fraud,
misrepresentation or concealment of material facts.' 6 A corporation may volun-
tarily surrender its authority or have it terminated through the discontinuance
of the corporate entity.' 7 In each situation where the authority to transact
business is terminated, in order to protect creditors or persons who may have
claims against the corporation, the Secretary of State is appointed as the cor-
poration's agent for the service of process.' 8 Service on the Secretary of State,
however, will only grant jurisdiction over the foreign corporation- for liabilities
which were incurred while the corporation was still authorized or transacting
business.' 9
When an unauthorized foreign corporation transacts business in the state,
it may be enjoined from doing so by the Attorney General. 20 It will also be
prohibited from maintaining any actions or special proceedings within the
state.2 ' While the corporation will be prohibited from maintaining actions based
on any contract it may have made within the state, this will have no bearing
on the contract's validity, and if necessary, the adverse party may resort to
the courts for its enforcement. The prohibition against maintaining actions does
not impair the ability of a corporation to defend them,22 nor does it apply to
corporations engaged in interstate commerce. 23 Upon becoming authorized to
do business and paying back fees, taxes and penalties, a foreign corporation
will be able to enforce its contracts in the courts even though they were entered
into at a time when it was transacting business without authority 2 4 This
provision has eliminated the bar, which previously may permanently have pre-
14. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 301.
15. See N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1101.
16. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1303. This section also allows the Attorney General to
enjoin a foreign corporation from doing unauthorized business. Cf. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law
§ 219, under which the Attorney General is not expressly granted as broad powers as under
the present section.
17. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1311. This section provides for a procedure by which
corporations can terminate their authority by filing the order or decree of a court granting
dissolution, and thereby allow the state to clear its files of moribund corporations.
18. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 1303, 1310, 1311.
19. Hexter v. Day-Elder Motors Corp., 192 App. Div. 394, 182 N.Y. Supp. 717 (1st
Dep't 1920); Saxe v. Sugarland Mfg. Co., 189 App. Div. 204, 178 N.Y. Supp. 454 (1st Dep't
1919).
20. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1303.
21. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1312. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 218.
22. Ibid.
23. Utilities Engineering Institute v. Di Coio, 17 Misc. 2d 875, 186 N.Y.S.2d 794 (Sup.
Ct. 1959).
24. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1312(a).
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vented foreign corporations which innocently became subjected to state laws
from enforcing their contracts.25
Any foreign corporation, even if not authorized to transact business, except
as prohibited by statute, can sue in a like manner as a domestic corporation."0
Thus, a foreign corporation may be required to post security for costs27 or be
prohibited from maintaining an action against another foreign corporation.2
Although a domestic corporation (or a resident) can sue a foreign corporation
on any cause of action,29 a foreign corporation (or a non-resident) can only sue
foreign corporations in specified situations, all of which in some manner connect
the defendant foreign corporation or the cause of action with New York.
30
It would appear that under those subsections which connect the act or res
with the state, the right of the plaintiff foreign corporation to maintain its
action is absolute.3 ' However, where the only basis for maintaining the action
is that the defendant corporation is doing business in the state,3 2 whether or not
the courts will accept jurisdiction is discretionary and dependent on the doctrine
of forum non convenien.aa This doctrine enables the court to deny jurisdiction
25. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 218; American Middle East Corp. v. Barouk, 13 A.D.2d
919, 215 N.Y.S.2d 843 (1st Dep't 1961) prohibiting a foreign corporation from suing on a
contract made prior to certification.
26. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1313. Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 223. An
unauthorized foreign corporation doing business in the state would be barred by Section 1312,
Otherwise foreign corporations are relatively free to maintain almost any cause of action.
Dunkin' Donuts of America, Inc. v. Dunkin Donuts, Inc., 8 A.D.2d 228, 188 N.Y.S.2d 132
(3d Dep't 1959) (enjoining the use of a similar trade name) ; Pennsylvania Publications,
Inc. v. Senfet, 280 App. Div. 918, 116 N.Y.S.2d 5 (Ist Dep't 1952) (fraud); Evyan Per-
fumes, Inc. v. Hamilton, 20 Misc. 2d 950, 195 N.Y.S.2d 869 (Sup. Ct. 1959) (tort);
Darling Shops Delaware Corp. v. Gelmart, Inc. 72 N.Y.S.2d 26 (Sup. Ct. 1947) (summary
dispossess proceeding); Knight Products, Inc. v. Donnen-Fuel Co. 20 N.Y.S.2d 135 (Sup.
Ct. 1940) (accounting).
27. N.Y. Civ. Prac. Act § 1522; Colgate Palmolive Peet Co. v. Planet Service Corp.,
173 Misc. 494, 15 N.Y.S.2d 558 (Sup. Ct. 1939).
28. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(b). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 225.
29. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(a). Derived from N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 224.
30. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(b). The situations in which one foreign corporation
can sue another are: (1) An action for damages for the breach of a contract made or to
be performed within the state or related to property that was within the state when the
contract was made; (2) where the subject matter of the action is within the state;
(3) where the action arose within the state unless it affects the title to real property
located without the state; (4) where the action is based on liability for acts done within
the state; and (5) where the defendant corporation is doing business within the state.
31. See Wester v. Cosein Co. of America, 206 N.Y. 506, 100 N.E. 488 (1912);
Johnston v. McFadden Newspaper Corp., 238 App. Div. 68, 263 N.Y. Supp. 561 (1st
Dep't 1933); Bennett v. Austro-American S.S. Co., 161 App. Div. 753, 147 N.Y. Supp. 193
(2d Dep't 1914); Stagg v. British Controlled Oilfields, 117 Misc. 474, 192 N.Y. Supp. 596
(Sup. Ct. 1921); Crane, Hays & Co. v. New York, N.H. & H.R.R., 131 Misc. 71, 225 N.Y.
Supp. 775 (City Ct. 1927).
32. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1313(b) (5).
33. For the application of the doctrine of forum non conveniens see Novich v.
Rojtman, 5 Misc. 2d 1029, 161 N.Y.S.2d 817 (Sup. Ct. 1957) denying jurisdiction over
the internal management of a foreign corporation with shareholders located throughout the
country; Zucker v. Raymond Laboratories, 74 N.Y.S.2d 7 (Sup. Ct. 1947) accepting juris-
diction because otherwise the plaintiff, a Pennsylvania resident, would have to travel to
Minnesota to sue the defendant corporation; Rederiet Ocean Aktieselskab v. W. A. Kirk
& Co., 5 N.Y.S.2d 565 (Sup. Ct. 1941) where the action is commercial in nature, the courts
will accept jurisdiction unless violative of public policy.
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even though the venue is properly laid, where it appears that for the con-
venience of the parties justice might better be served by instituting the action
in another jurisdiction. The rule is founded on the public policy that the New
York courts already overburdened with litigation should not be vexed with the
obligation to hear controversies between non-resident parties concerning matters
and liabilities which arose outside of the state.
The Business Corporation Law seeks to extend jurisdiction over foreign
corporations to its constitutional limits. The Supreme Court has held that for
a state to assume jurisdiction over a foreign corporation, the corporation need
only have such minimal contacts with the state so as not to offend our "tradi-
tional notions of fair play and. substantial justice." 34 The Court has further
held that this standard was satisfied where the defendant corporation's only
contact with the state was the solicitation by mail of a single contract from
a resident.35 New York, however, which confers jurisdiction over foreign cor-
poration doing business within the state,36 has steadfastly held to the rule that
merely soliciting business without any other acts is insufficient to satisfy the
requirements for doing business.37 In this era of rapid transit and the trans-
acting of large scale business by mail, it is not uncommon for a corporation to
transact business without having substantial contacts within jurisdictions where
liabilities may be incurred. The Revisers, having realized this, have undertaken
to change the law where the courts have refused to. They have inserted a new
provision, granting jurisdiction over foreign corporations for liabilities which
may arise out of acts done within the state.38 This provision appears to en-
compass liability for any act done by a foreign corporation, casting aside the
traditional New York requirement for doing business to embrace by statute
the less stringent requirements of the Supreme Court. Jurisdiction has also
been expanded over contractual matters. The Business Corporation Law, now
confers jurisdiction over contracts, even if made without the state, provided
that they are to be performed within the state.39 The existing rules require
that a contract must either be made or affect real property within New York
in order for its courts to assume jurisdiction.
40
While the scope of jurisdiction over foreign corporations has been signifi-
cantly broadened, the outstanding change in the treatment of foreign corpora-
tions is the narrowing of the class of such corporations which are subject to
34. International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 'J.S. 310, 316 (1945).
35. McGee v. International Life Ins. Co., 355 U.S. 200 (1957).
36. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 225(4); N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(b) (5).
37. Miller v. Surf Properties, Inc., 4 N.Y.2d 475, 176 N.Y.S.2d 318 (1958); Tauza
v. Susquehana Coal Co., 220 N.Y. 259, 115 N.E. 915 (1917).
38. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(b) (4). See also N.Y. CPLR 302 (Adv. Draft 1961),
which gives the courts jurisdiction over non-domiciliaries for tortious acts done within the
state.
39. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1314(b) (1).
40. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 225(1); East Coast Oil Co. v. Toltec Mexican Oil Co.,
183 App. Div. 76, 170 N.Y. Supp. 582 (1st Dep't 1918).
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extensive internal regulation.41 Some states feel that a high degree of such
regulation is required to discourage domestic businesses from organizing in
other jurisdictions solely because the statutes of those states are more conducive
to incorporation. In the absence of this regulation, a local New York business,
for example, by incorporating elsewhere and securing authority from New York
would be able to avoid complying with New York law. Such regulation would
also protect residents who may be induced to invest in foreign corporations by
virtue of the fact that they may be doing business here. What this would do,
however, is to impose on all foreign corporations a double standard as the price
for doing business in New York. Such corporations would be forced to comply
with the statutory regulation of at least two jurisdictions, the net effect of
which may well be to discourage foreign corporations which are legitimately
organized elsewhere from qualifying and transacting business in New York.
The Model Corporation Act and the laws of most progressive jurisdictions,
based on the philosophy that the regulation of the internal affairs of a corpora-
tion by one state is sufficient, provide for a bare minimum of regulation.
42
New York, in Article 13, has reached a compromise position between the
above philosophies of regulation. The Business Corporation Law subjects all
foreign corporations, with certain exceptions, to fairly extensive regulation in a
manner similar to, but not as extensive as domestic corporations.43 Currently,
under the Stock Corporation Law this regulation is applicable to all foreign
corporations." Under the Business Corporation Law, for a foreign corporation
to be exempted from regulation either its shares must be listed on a national
securities exchange or else less than one half of its business income for a
stated period can be allocable to this state for franchise tax purposes.
45 This
standard has the advantage of being definite and easy to ascertain.
4 6 Through
this formula the statute seeks only to regulate and impose on what would
normally be domestic corporations liability for violations of New York laws.
It has eliminated the regulation of the internal affairs of those corporations
which by meeting the above tests can prove that they are legitimately incor-
porated in other jurisdictions. It is hoped that the new act will thus secure
the desired results of discouraging domestic investors and businesses from
41. See Committee on Corporation Law N.Y.S.B.A., Report on New York Business
Corporation Law, 33 N.Y.S.BJ. 442 (1961), which characterizes the current New York
statutes as a "rather extreme example" of regulation of the internal affairs of foreign
corporations; N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 114.
42. ABA Model Corp. Act §§ 90-130 (1960); Cal. Corp. Law §§ 6200-6804; Del
Code Ann. Tit. 8 §§ 341-352 (1961); Ill. Rev. Stat. Ch. 32 §§ 157.102-157.129 (1961).
43. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 1317-1320.
44. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 114.
45. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1320; see N.Y. Tax Law § 210.
46. Cf. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1317 (before the March 1962 amendments), the fore-
runner of current Section 1320. That section exempted from regulation all foreign corpora-
tions except "domiciled foreign corporations." A "domiciled foreign corporation" was one
with at least 2/3 of all its outstanding shares being owned either beneficially or of record
by residents, or with at least 2/3 of'all its voting stock shares being owned either beneficially
or of record by residents, or with at least 2/3 of its business or investment income
allocable to New York for franchise tax purposes.
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incorporating elsewhere merely to escape statutory regulation, while not dis-
couraging other foreign corporations from qualifying and transacting business
in New York.
In order to have its shares listed on a national securities exchange a foreign
corporation must meet certain standards and disclose certain information. It
is true that a corporation whose stock is so listed may transact all of its business
in New York. However, the requirements for being listed on an exchange
provide safeguards which render statutory regulation unnecessary. 4t It is also
true that many corporations find it both unnecessary and uneconomical to have
their securities listed 6n a national exchange. The result being that the stock
of many foreign corporations transacting business in New York is not listed on
one of the national exchanges.48 Yet such a corporation will only be non-exempt
if it does more than 50% of its business in New York and is not truly cos-
mopolitan in character. However, in this situation, no state has a better right
than New York to prescribe the rules which govern a corporation's internal
affairs.
Section 1317, imposes tort liability on the officers and directors of non-
exempt foreign corporations in certain situations to the same extent and in the
same manner as if they were officers and directors of a domestic corporation.49
There is no liability imposed on shareholders of foreign corporations as there is
under the parallel section of the Stock Corporation Law.50 Thus, officers and
directors can be held accountable for illegal dividends,5 ' redeeming of stock,52
or loans to directors.5 3 The remedy for enforcement of the above liabilities is
47. Loss, Security Regulation 805 (1961). The N.Y. Stock Exchange requires from
the corporations whose stock it lists, financial statements; and these, together with any
statements which are published or sent to shareholders, must be independently audited
under specific standards by public accountants. Each corporation must also agree to
publish an annual independently audited balance sheet and surplus income statement, which
must be furnished to its shareholders not less than 15 days before the annual share-
holders' meeting nor more than 3 months after the dose of the fiscal year. It must also
publish quarterly statements which are independently audited. Before a corporation's stock
will be listed, the Exchange considers its national character, financial stability, proven
earning power and the extent of its assets. In many respects their standards are much
higher than those of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
48. Id. at 1107. There are 15 national security exchanges. There are 4 exchanges (one
of which, Honolulu, is quite large) which, together with the over the counter markets,
are not classified as national exchanges. It should be noted that while the great majority
of trading is done on the national exchanges, there are many securities which are not,
and yet may still be traded over a wider area and in greater volume than some of the
less active stocks listed on the national exchanges.
49. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law. § 1317 imposes liability of officers and-directors applying
Sections 719 and 720 (except Section 719(a)).
50. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 114 imposes liability on officers, directors and stock-
holders of all foreign corporations for: 1) illegal dividends; 2) illegal loans to stock-
holders; 3) false certificates, reports or public notices; 4) illegal transfers of the stock or
property of the corporation when it was either insolvent or treatened with insolvency.
51. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 510 provides than an illegal dividend is one made not
out of surplus, or while the corporation was insolvent, or results in the corporation be-
comaning insolvent.
52. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 513 provides that a corporation may not redeem its
shares if it is insolvent or if the redemption will result in it becomming insolvent.
53. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 714 prohibits loans to directors which ire not authorized
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given exclusively to the corporation for the benefit of its creditors and share-
holders.r5 This eliminates a multiplicity of individual suits against directors
and assures that any recovery will be for the benefit of all injured creditors
and shareholders. Where the corporation refuses to sue a director on behalf
of an injured party, it can be compelled to do so through a derivative action.6
However, a director will only be liable if he concurs in the act resulting in the
liability. He will be presumed to have assented to and concurred in any action
by the board, unless his dissent is formally entered in the minutes of the cor-
poration (if present at the meeting of the board of directors where the action
is taken) or is delivered in writing to the corporation's secretary (if not present
at the meeting of the, board of directors). 50 Directors are only obligated to
exercise their duties with diligence and in good faith. Since the imloosed liability
lies in tort, a director will not be liable for mere errors in judgment; but only
for neglect or mismanagement.
57
Section 1318, which is completely new, imposes liability on non-exempt
foreign corporations for failure to give resident shareholders of record notice of
certain transactions which affect the corporation's capital structure.5 8 Tort
liability for injuries sustained from a violation of this section is placed upon
the corporation rather than upon its officers or directors. This section assures
the shareholders of non-exempt foreign corporations the same notice which they
would receive as shareholders of a domestic corporation.
Any resident, who has been a shareholder of a foreign corporation doing
business in the state for at least six months, or who is authorized by the holders
of at least 5% of its outstanding shares, may, upon five days' written notice,
require such foreign corporation to make a record of its shareholders available
for inspection.6" Under this provision, foreign corporations are no longer re-
quired to keep stock record books within the state.61 While this relieves foreign
by the corporation's shareholders. Cf. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 114(2) which prohibits
loans to shareholders.
54. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 1317, 719(a).
55. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 720 allows shareholders (§ 626), receivers, trustees
in bankruptcy, officers, directors and judgment creditors of the corporation to initiate deriva-
tive actions against officers and directors for their misconduct.
56. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §§ 1317, 719(b).
57. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1317 provides that directors of non-exempt foreign corpo-
rations are liable to the same extent and in the same manner as directors of a domestic
corporation. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 717 imposes on directors of domestic corporations a
duty of good faith and due dilegence. See Kavanaugh v. Commonwealth Trust Co. (Gould),
223 N.Y. 103,-119 N.E. 237 (1918).
58. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1318 provides liability for the failure to give notice of:
1) dividends or other distributions in cash or property (§ 510); 2) share distributions and
reclassification (§ 511(f),(G)); 3) required shares (§ 515(d)); 4) reduction of capital in
certain situations (0 516(c)); 5) application of capital surplus t& eliminate deficites in
earned surplus (§ 517(a)(4)); 6) conversions of shares (§ 519(f)).
59. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 520.
60. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §1315. The record must contain the name, address, number
and class of shares of each shareholder, together with the date said shares were aquired.
61. N.Y. Stock Corp. Law § 113 requires foreign corporations to maintain a current
set of stock record books at their offices within the state.
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corporations of the burden of maintaining duplicate sets of records, the corpora-
tion is still obligated to make a copy of its stock record book amenable to
inspection within the state. The right of shareholders to inspect the stock
record book carries with it the right to make extracts. -6 2 The contents of the
book as inspected by the shareholders is prima facie evidence of the facts
recorded therein an any action against the foreign corporation, its directors,
officers or shareholders. 63 The shareholder, in order to secure an inspection,
need not allege or prove mismanagement or neglect e4 but need only submit his
affidavit, that he is not intending to use the information in a manner detrimental
to the corporation or offer it for sale, and that he has not in the past five years
offered such a list for sale.65 Should the corporation refuse to allow the inspec-
tion, the shareholder may compel an inspection through the equity powers of the
supreme court.16 The shareholder's right to such an inspection in good faith is
absolute. In order to avoid the inspection the corporation must show that the
shareholder is acting in bad faith or with wrongful purpose.
6 7
The statute expressly provides that this provision will not impair the power
of the court to compel an examination of the general books and records of the
corporation.68 Upon the demonstration of a need for inspection by either a
shareholder6 9 or an employee,70 the court may compel such an examination.
A director is generally considered to have an absolute right to inspect corporate
books.7 Further by maintaining an action in the state, a foreign corporation
subjects its books and records to the jurisdiction of the court32 If, however, the
corporation's books and records are needed daily for business purposes and
their presentation will work 4 hardship on the corporation, certified copies
of required items, together with permission to inspect the records at the cor-
poration office should be sufficient 73
Any trustee of a voting trust, who has either an office or transfer agent
in New York, is required to keep at such office a copy of the voting trust agree-
62. Hollaman v. El Arco Mines Co., 137 App. Div. 862, 122 N.Y.Supp. 852 (2d
Dep't 1910).
63. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Liw § 1315(d).
64. Application of Ditsheim, 96 N.Y.S.2d 622 (Sup. Ct. 1950).
65. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1315(b).
66. -N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1315(c). Note that the cash penalty provision of Stock
Corp. Law § 113 has been deleted.
67. Application of Ditsheim, supra note 64.
68. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1315(e).
69. Stoopack v. George A. Fuller Co., 18 Misc. 2d .977, 190 N.Y.S.2d 596 (Sup. Ct.
1959) holding that an inspection can be had on a showing that it is needed to protect the
interests of shareholders.
70. Wilson v. Van Dorm Iron Works Co., 106 Misc. 442, 174 N.Y. Supp. 684 (Sup. Ct.
1919), inspection allowed in an action by an employee for sales commissions.
71. Newmark v. C & C Super Corp., 3 A.D.2d 823, 160 N.Y.S.2d 936 (1st Dep't
1957). But see Posen v. United Aircraft Products, 201 Misc. 260, 111 N.Y.S.2d 261 (Sup.
Ct. 1952) where a director was denied his right to inspect the corporation's, books and
records for national security purposes.




ment and a list of the holders of voting trust certificates. 74 The shareholders
of the foreign corporation have the same rights to inspect or compel an inspec-
tion of these records which are granted to inspect the stock record book.7 r
If the foreign corporation is non-exempt, the supreme court also has the
equitable power to remove a trustee under the proper circumstances and appoint
a successor.7 6 Thus a trustee can be removed for mismanagement,"" illegally
receiving benefits and prolonging the life of the trust, 8 conflicting interests, 7
or for any other reason whereby such action will be beneficial to the trust.80
Section 1319 subjects non-exempt foreign corporations to the provisions
for indemnification to the same extent as domestic corporations.81 In addition
it lists the other provisions of the Business Corporation Law which are applic-
able to all foreign corporations.
8 2
74. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1316.
75. Cf. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1315.
76. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1316(e); N.Y. Real Prop. Law § 112.
77. Cf. In re McGillivary, 138 N.Y. 308, 33 N.E. 1077 (1893) removing a testamentary
trustee for misapplication of funds.
78. Petition of Allen, 178 Misc. 541, 35 N.Y.S.2d 120 (Sup. Ct. 1942).
79. Cf. Pyle v. Pyle, 137 App. Div. 568, 122 N.Y. Supp. 256 (1st Dep't 1910).
80. E.g., Burrows v. Scherer, 134 Misc. 146, 235 N.Y. Supp. 22 (Sup. Ct. 1929)
where a trustee was removed for refusing to coperate with other trustees.
81. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1319. For a discussion of the provisions for indemnifica-
tion see Hoffman, The Status of Shareholders and Directors Under New York's Business
Corporation Law: A Comparative View, supra pp. 569-583.
82. N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 1319 makes the provisions of Articles 1 and 3, and
Sections 623, 626, 627, 809 and 907 applicable to all foreign corporations.
